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PREFACE 
An apparatus was constructed for making solid-vapor and liquid~vapor 
' equilibrium measure~ents over a temperature range of 90 to 3000 K. and 
a pressure range of O to 150 atm. Solid-vapor equilibrium measurements 
were made at temperatures of 90, 95, 100, 105, 110, and 115° K. for the 
helium-krypton system and temperatures of 120, 130, 140, and 1550 K. 
for the helium-xenon system.· A pressure range of 10 to 120 atm. was 
covered for both systems. Second interaction virial coeffic~ents were 
determined from tbe experimental data and compared with data of other. 
investigators. Combining rules for predicting interaction intermolecu-
lar poten~ial parameters were tested using all the available second 
interaction virial coefficient data for the two systems studied in this 
work. 
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Numerous advances in solution thermodynamics have been made in re-
cent years including several theoretical means of describing gaseous 
and liquid mixtures from a molecular standpoint. All transport and 
equilibrium properties of both pure substances and mi~tqres can be de-
termined from an accurate knowledge of the intermolecular interactions 
among the molecules within the system. 
In pure substances, only interactions between like molecules 
occur, whereas in mixtures, unlike molecular inter~ctions occur in 
addition to like interactions. Unfortunately, ne really satisfactory 
means is available for determining the unlike molecule pair potential 
of even the most simple molecular pairs. Even when the pure species 
obey classical or quantum-mechanical corresponding state behavior, no 
existing theory has proven completely successful in predicting inter-
action pair potentials from known properties of the constituent mole-
cules. Before progress can be made in predicting mixture properties 
from molecular considerations, improved mixing rules for predicting 
interaction .intermolecular potential parameters must be developed. 
The development and testing of interaction pair potential models 
are presently hindered by a lack of appropriate data.. One suitable 
kind of data for this type of study is interaction virial coef~icient 
data. However, much of the existing virial data has been taken on 
2 
systems containing components possessing polar or nonsymmetrical poten-
tials. These effects complicate conclusions as to whether a theory is 
basically inadequate or has simply been applied to a system where the 
theoretical assumptions have been violated. Therefore, data on binary 
rare gas mixtures would be helpful because the assumption df a 
spherically-symmetrical potential is valid for the pure components. 
In order to determine meaningful intermolecular potential parame-
ters from interaction virial coefficients, data over a wide temperature 
range are necessary. Because conventional PVT methoc(s are not applicable 
at low··-~educed-t~p1r'a'ftl~~f§'";"' other· inethoas·must be used to determine 
interaction virial data at these temperatures. One quite simple and 
useful technique is solid-vapor.equilibrium data, where the _condensed 
phase may be considered to be essentially pure. 
Therefore, the specific goals of this work were 
(1) to design and build a cryostat and phase equilibrium 
cell which could be used to make both solid-vapor and. 
liquid-vapor equilibrium measurements over a temperature 
range of 90 to 3000 Kand a pressure range of O to 150 
atm., 
(2) to make solid-vapor equilibrium measurements on the 
helium-krypton and helium-xenon binary systems, 
(3) to determine second interaction virial coefficients from 
the solid-vapor equilibrium data using conventional 
techniques, and. 
(4) to determine intermolecular potential parameters from 
the second interaction virial coefficients and use these 
parameters to test existing mixing rules. 
In the following chapters, the proc~dures used to accomplish th~se 
goals and the results of this study. are ·presented •. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 
A compl~te survey of all solid-vapor equilibrium measurements has 
been presented previously by-Hiza (21). Of particular interest to this 
work are solid-vapor equilibrium measurements on binary rare.gas sys-
tems. Mullins and Ziegler (43) made both solid-vapor.and liquid-vapor 
equilibrium measurements on the helium-argon system over a temperature 
range of 68 to 108° Kand a pressure range of 20 to 120 atmospheres. 
Ewald (13) studied the helium-xenon system at 155° Kover.a pressure 
range of 4 to 108 atmospheri?s. Co-:-currently with this work, Hiza and 
co~workers have.made both solid-vapor and liquid-vapor equilibrium 
measurements on the helium-krypton system (28) and the neon~krypton 
system (41) over a temperature range of 100 to 150° Kand a pressure 
range of 3 to 120 atmospheres. These investigators have·reported that, 
in general, their composition analyses ha.ve an imprecision of± 2 or 3% 
in. the mole fraction of the trace component of _the binary vapor mixture. 
Also of interest .. to this work are experimental second interaction 
virial coefficients on the helium-krypton and helium-xenon binaries. 
Brewer (2) has reported second interaction virial coefficient data for 
all ten of the binary mixtures of the rare gases helium through xenon, 
In Brewer's work, the quantity actually measured was t~e excess virial 
coefficient, 
E = (1) 
I, 
The excess virial coefficient of Equation (1) was determined by a dif-
ferential technique which involves measurement of the pressure change 
that accompanies the mixing of two gases at constant temperature and 
volume. Brewer reported an imprecision in his measurements of the ex-
cess virial coefficient of± 0.1 cc/g .mole. 
A knowledge of reliable pure component virial coefficient data is 
necessary to determine the interaction virial coefficient, B12, from 
the experimentally determined values of E, Brewer reported second. 
interaction virial coefficients for the helium-krypton system at six 
different temperatures between -125° and 50° C, and for the helium-
xenon system at·five different t~mperatures between -1000 and 50° C. 
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Recently, second interaction virial coefficients were determined 
for the helium-krypton system at temperatures of -50°, o0 , and so0 c in 
this laboratory by Dillard (11). These interaction virials were ob-
tained from PVT measurements made using a Burnett-type apparatus. 
Dillard's interaction virials have an estimated imprecision of approxi-
mately± 1 cc/g mole. 
CHAPTER III 
THEORETICAL CONSlDE·R:A.T!,a;Ns 
In this chapter, the equations necessary for the reduction of 
solid-vapor .equilibrium data to obtain inteni.ction virial coefficients. 
are developed. A discussion of the combination rules to be tested for 
predicting interaction intermolecular potential parameters is also 
presented. 
Data Reduction 
The criteria for solid-vapor equilibrium in a binary system may be 
written as 
where fugacity of component "2" in the vapor phase 
= fugaci ty of component "2" in the selid phase 
and component "2" is the less volatile component. If the solid phase 
is assumed to be essentially pure, then the fugacity of component "2" 
in the solid phase is equal to the pure component fugacity of the solid 
at.the temperatut"e and pressure of the system, f 28 • Therefore, 
(2) 
Thefugaci-ty of a.pure component in the solid phase may be ex-
where 
(p -
(1/~T) 'F O V2s dP 
2 
P~ = vapor pressure of pure component 11 211 





= fugacity of solid component 11 211 at its vapor pressure 
p = system pressure. 
For a pure component below its triple point 
= (4) 
The pure component vapor fugacity of component 11 211 is given by 
tn(fv .P. /P 0 ) --
2V 2 
(1/RT) JP~ [V - RT] dP 
0 -·" p 
(5) 
Combining Equations (3), (4) and (5) yields 
(1/RT) t Vzs dP +. (1/RT) t~- lv - RT/P] dP 
Pf O 
(6) 
In the solution of Equation (6) in this work, v28 is assumed to be 
independent of pressure and the Berlin form of the virial equation is 
applied to the vapor phase. The Berlin form of the virial equation is 
given by 
Z = 1 + B 'P + C 'p2 + , , , 
which can be rearranged to 
RT/P + B'RT + C'RTP +. , . (7) 
Substituting Equation (7) truncated after the second virial ter~ (valid 
because P~ is very low) into Equation (6) and integrating we obtain 
(8) 
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The fugacity of component "2" in the vapor phase is given by 
= (1/RT) 1~ [(3P/3n )TV - RT/V] dV - tn Z 
v 2 ' ,n1 I 
(9) 
where n1, n2 = moles of component "1" and component "2", respectively 
y2 = mole fraction of component "2". 
Assuming that the Leiden form of the virial equation truncated after 
the third virial term applies to the vapor phase, i.e., 
Z = 1 + B/V + C/V2 + 
or 
P nRT/V + n2BRT/V2 + n3CRT/V3 + ... 







nfB11 + Zn1n2B12 + n~B22 
(n1 + n2)2 
n 3c + 3n2n c + 3n n2c + n3c 1 n 1 1 2 1 12 1 2 12 2 2 2 2 2 
(n1 + n2)3 
Substituting Equation (10) into Equation (9) and integrating yields 
A 
£n (f2v/Py2) = (2y1B11 + 2y2B22)/Vm 
9 
where Vm • molar volume.of gas mixture 
Zm = compressibility factor of gas mixture. 
Combining Equations (2), (8), and (11), we obtain 
Jln ~2 
where Py2/P~ is defined to be the enhancement factor, ~2 , of component 
"2". Thus 
(12) 
Equation (12) is one of the basic data reduction equations used in.this 
work. For consistency, Zm and Vm must be determined from the virial 
equation.· The regression of the interaction virial coefficients, B12 
and c112 , from Equation (12) requires an iterative procedure which will 
be discussed in more detail in a later chapter. 
If the vapor phase is assumed.to be.essentially pure (i.e., 
Y1 + 1, y2 + O, Zm + Z1, and Vm + V1), then Equation (12) reduces to 
Jln ~2 
(13) 
The interaction virial coefficients, B12 and C112, can be obtained from 
Equation (13) by a straightforward linear reglession requiring no ite-
ration. Unfortunately, Equation (13) is not applicable for data taken 
at temperatures close to the triple point of component "2" because the 
v~por phase can.no longer be considered·pure due to the higher concen""'." 
trat;ions of component "2" in it. The historical development of the 
10 
___ ., __ 
above equations is given in a review by Rawlinson and Richardson (52}. -
Chiu and Canfield (7) have used a s0imilar analysis to develop 
the fo.llowing equa~ion: 
= 
_ where the foll~ing assumptions apply: 
(1) the solid phase is essentially pure; 
(2) V2s is independent of pressure; 
(3) the virial equation truncated after two virial terms is ade-
quate to describe the vapor phase. 
The basic di_fference between Equations (12) and (14) is that in Equa-
tion (14) the fugacity of co~ponent "2" in the vapor phase, £2v, was 
determined from the pressure explicit expression rather than the volume 
explicit expression presented in Equation (9). 
If the left~hand side of Equation (14) is defined as -
ERT 
(15) 
then we can write Equation (14) in the form 
(16) 
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where Fis a function of composition and the virial coefficients. A 
tempting procedure would be to extrapolate a plot of ERT versus pres-
sure to zero pressure to obtain (B 11 - 2B12 ), but this is invalid be-
cause two-phase equilibrium cannot exist below the vapor pressure of 
component "211 • Therefore, the plot of ERT versus P must be extrapolated 
to some pressure equal to or.above P~. Chiu and Canfield suggested 
that an optimUll) extrapolation pressure, P0 e, be used •. This pressure is 
defined as that pressure at which the absolute value of FP/ERT is a 
minimum subject. to the restriction, P 0 t?.p~. Thus, Equation (16) represents 
a simple graphical technique of analyzing solid-vapor equilibrium data 
to obtain the second interaction virial coefficient. This technique 
will be considered in more.detail in a later chapter. 
Discussion of Combination Rules for Interaction 
Intermolecular Potential ParamEfters 
The combination rules to be.tested in.this work are presented in 
Table I. The theoretical bases for tl).ese rules have been discussed in 
some.detail by other investigators (14, 49). 
The commonly used, semi-empirical form of intermolecular potential 
between .two molecules is given by 
U(r) = - A/rn + C/rm (17) 
where the A/rn is the attractive force term of the potential and C/rm 
is the repulsive force term. Although considerable theoretical work 
has provided valuable information on the specific portions of the po-
tential (1, 10, 48, 49), empiric;,.l models are still required for the 
complete description of the p9tential curve. One commonly used empiri-
cal form is the Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential (33), 
12 
TABLE I 











e:ij = (e:iicr!ie:jjcrjj)~(l/crij) 
e: ij = (e: ii cr ii e: jj0 L) ~(1/cr iJ) 
e:ij = (e:1ie:jj)~(cr1icrjj/afj) 3[2(Iiij)~/(Ii + Ij)] 
[ . (e:ii + e:j;)cri;la1al ]· x 6 2 6 · 
(e:i.i0 ii/ai + e:jj 0 jj/aj). 
e:ij "" (e:ue:jj)~[4I1Ij/(I1 + Ij) 2 ] 
e: = energy parameter 
a,a 0 = distance parameters (where a 0 "':cr/4) 
I = ionization potential 
x = diamagpetic susceptibility 
a = static ·polarizability 










U(r) • 4&[(cr/r)l2 - (o/r)6] 
where 
A 
C = 4e:cr 12 
and e: and a are the intermolecular energy and distance parameters, 
respectively. 
If the attractive poten~ial term constant, A, is. expressed in 
terms of the London theory (36) of the dispersion force, then 
A., 
l.l. 
= 3 2 -4 a. .I. 
l. l. 






where a. is the static polarizability and I is the ionization potential. 
The static polarizabilities can be eliminated from Equation (20) by 
combining the A's in the following manner. 
= (21) 
By combining Equations (19a) and (21), an expression suggested by Rud-
son and Mccoubrey (26) is obtained. 
= (22) 
which is Rule Vin Table I. Rules I and III are·direct simplifications 
of Rule V. Rule III is obtained by assuming Ii~ Ij and Rule I is ob-
tained by further assuming that crii~ crjj· Rule IV is an empirical 
modification of Rule III. 
An equally valid basis for developing combining rules is to use 
the Kirkwood~Muller theory (30) by equating the attractive form.of the 
Lennard~Jones 12-6 potential to the K-M formula. 
14 
(23) 
where xis the diamagnetic susceptibility, mis the electronic mass, 
and c is the velocity of light. A combining rule independent of the 
/ 
static polarizability and consistent with Equation (23) is given by 
A,. 
1J (24) 
By combining Equations (19a) and (24), 
= (25) 
which can be expanded to 
(26) 
Equation (26) is Rule VI in Table I and Rule II is a direct simplifica-
tion for which the following assumptions apply: crii ~ crjj and Xi':::::! Xj. 
A combining rule that is consistent with both the London and Kirk-
wood-Muller approximations is given by 
= (27) 
This expression was originally proposed by Moelwyn-Hughes (42) and has 
been recently tested by Kramer and Herschbach (31). Substituting Equa-
tion (19a) into Equation (27) yields 
= (2E., E,. /a or.:1,,) (cr .. cr .. /cr. o) 6 I (E, ,cr~. /a~ + EJ.J.crJ~J. /aJ~) 
11 JJ 1 J 11 JJ 1J 11 11 1 
(28) 




Equation (29) is Rule VII in Table I and can be reduced to Rule II by 
assuming oii ::::! a jj and ai ! aj. 
Rules I through VII were derived.by considering only the attrac-
tive force term of the intermolecular potential function. Recently, 
however, Sikora (56) has proposed a combining rule (Rule VIII) for 
which both the attractive and the ·repulsive terms of the intermolecular 
poten(ial are consi~ered. The London,theory is appli~d to the attrac-, 
tive force term.of the. potential and the repulsive force term is associ-
ated with the energy of the distortion of the outermost electron shell 
of a molecule. From the .nature of the derivation of Rule VIII, the ex-
pression of Hudson-Mccoubrey (Rule V) should be a limiting case~ This 
is true if the k's in Rule VIII vanish and a 0 is replaced by a which 
produces no numerical changes since a0 /a does not vary significantly 
from system to system. 
An empirical mixing rule for the interaction energy parameter is 
= (30) 
where kij is the "geometric-mean correction factor" and is directly ob-
tainable from experimental data. Recently, Hiza and Duncan (22) have 
proposed an empirical correlation for kij, which is given by 
(31) 
In order to test the combining Rules III through VII, same know-
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ledge of the interaction distance parameter, aij' is necessary. Either 
the experimental value of a1j must be used, or some CQmbining rule to 
obtain crij from the pure component parameters must be assumed. One 
commonly used mixing rule is the . "hard-sphere" model. 
(32) 
but recently Good and Hope (15) have proposed the rule 
= (33) 
with the contention that this rule is more'physically sound than the 
"hard-sphere" model. All three of these means for obtaining crij .will 
be used in this work when testing the combining rules in Table I. 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
The experimental·apparatus of several investigators (23, 29, 40, 
57) who have made solid-vapor equilibrium measurements were carefully 
considered before.the apparatus used in this study was designed. 
A cryostat quite similar to that of Hiza and Herring (23) was de-
signed an4 constructed.to fulfill the following requirements: 
(1) the operating temperature range of the equilibrium cell should 
be 90° to 300° K (the lower temperature limit.was set by the 
fact that 90° K is the lowest temperature at which good temp-
erature control of the cell could be maintained using 
atmospheric liquid nitrogen cooling); 
(2) the pressure range of the equilibrium cell should.be Oto 150 
atm.; 
(3) the cell assembly should be applicable to both liquid-vapor 
and solid-vapor equilibrium studies. 
General Description 
The detailed arrangement of the phase equilibrium cell b present...;. 
ed in Figure 1. Es.sentially, the equilibrium cell (A) is a large hollow 
copper.block whi~h contains a removable section of five equilibrium 
trays (C) packed with steel wool. The cell is charged with the compon-
ent to be solidified through a fill line [1] at the top of the cell 
, ., 
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Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of the Phase Equilibrium Cell 
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cavity. The lighter gaseous component enters the cell cavity through 
an inlet line [3] near the bottom of the cell and is removed from an 
exit line [4] at the top of the cell cavity adjace~t to the fill line 
[1]. Th~ other transfer line attached to the cell is located at the 
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very bottom of the cell cavity and can be used as a liquid sample line 
[2] in studies of liquid-vapor equilibrium. 
The cell is wrapped from top to bottom with a cooling coil. (D) and 
insulated resistance heating wires (R). Tworesistance thermometers 
are·situated in the top of the cell. One is a platinum resistance 
thermometer tor measuring temperature and the other serves as the_probe 
for the temperatux-e control'. unit. The ends of a differential thermo-
. i 
coupie are located at·the top and bottom of the cell. 
An adiabatic shield (B) which is also wrapped wtth a cooling coil 
(E) and heating wire (S) surrounds the cell. The purpose of the adia-
batic shield is to minimize the heat losses.from the cell due to con-
vection and·iradiation to the surroundings of the cryostat. In this 
manner, the amount of input cooling and heating necessary to maintain 
temperature control of the cell could be minimized. The entire cell 
and shield assembly are.supported from the top-plate (T) of the cryostat 
by _three nylon rods (N). 
A liquid nitrogen.storage vessel (J) is located at the bottom of 
the cryostat. This storage vessel is supported-by its inlet, exit, and 
vent lines. A heat exchanger (0) is situated above the cell which is 
used for the countercurrent exchange of heat between the inlet and out~ 
let vapor streams. 
A stainless steel dewar (Y) flanged to the supporting top-plate of 
the cryostat encloses the_ entire cell assembling. The· dewar can. be· 
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evacuated through a.vacuum line (V) in the top plate. Vacuum serves 
as a very good in~ulation because convection and conduction from the 
cell assembling to the surroundings of the cryqstat are quite small in 
a system which .is evacuated belqw a pressure of 10c 5 torr. The. liquid 
nitrogen storage tank and adia'i)atic .shield are wrapped with aluminum. 
foil.and the entire cell assembled is surrounded with a radiation 
shield of aluminum foil to min~mize the radiant heat transfer. 
A schemaUc diagram of the entire phase equilibrium equi~mcan~ ,is 
presented in Figure 2. The equipment contains several key features, 
all of which will be discussed in.detail later~ The main component of 
the equipment is the cryostat and phase equilibrium cell which has al-
ready been mentioned. Another feature is the vapor flow syst,m which 
includes all the pressure measuring and pressure control apparatus. 
A third element of the phase equilibrium equipment is th~ gas 
analysis system in which an ultrasonic detector is util:1,.zed.t'? analyze 
the vapor phase. This relatively new means of gas analysi,s proved quite 
successful in thb wor~. Other features.of the equipment incltlde the 
shield and.cell cooling control system, the cell temperature cqntrql 
unit, the liquid nitrogen transfer system, .and the insulatin& vacuum 
system. 
Equilibrium Cell Description 
The phase equilibrium cell (A) was prepared from a soliq ~opper 
rod 9 inches long and 3 inches in diameter. A cavity 6! incqis long 
and 1 inch in diameter was drilled. out of the center of the cell. At 
the top of the cell, the cavity was e1;1larged to 1! 'inches in ;tameter. 
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depth of approximately 1~ inches. 
As shown in Figure 1, the cell is sealed by a gasket, plug, and 
set screw assembling. A ~-inch brass rod 1l inches in diameter was 
4 · 2 
threaded and a i-inch hole was drilled through its center. Three i-inch · 
bolt holes, evenly spaced, were drilled.and threaded in the remainder 
of the brass rod. A solid copper plug (G) 1-i~~~ thick by 1! inches in 
diameter was used in conjunction with the brass plug and three t-inch 
brass bolts to produce a compressive force on the gasket. The brass 
bolts serve as set screws (I). The gasket (H) used in thi.s work is a 
Parker Metal.V-Seal made of inconel coated with Teflon. The gasket has 
1 . 1 
a nominal.O.D. of 14 inches, a nominal I.D. of 116 inches, and a free 
height of .0.089 to 0.092 inch. The compresion seal obtained by the a~ 
bove means performed satisfactorily under both high pressures and ex, 
treme temperature cycling. 
At the top of the cell, five vertical ports were drilled in the 
cell and are located between the outside edge of the cell and the cell 
cavity. Three of these.holes are i-inch in,diameter .and i-inch deep. 
They are threaded and serve as anchor holes for three threaded nylon 
rods (N) from which the entire cell.and shield assemply is suspended 
from the top-plate of the cryostat. The two other holes serve as ther-
5 mometer ports. One hole is 16-inch in diameter, 2 inches deep and is 
used to house the platinum resistance thermometer (F). The other hole, 
located immediately adjacent to the above port, is i-inch in diameter, 
2 inches deep, and houses the temperature control probe. 
Four. 1~-inch, 316 stainless~steel transfer lines are attached to 
the cell. The liquid sample line [2] and inlet gas line [3] enter the 
cell near the bottom of the cell cavity on opposite sides of the cell. 
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These lines were attached to the cell-by first drilling / 6-inch holes into 
the cell cavity, inserting the tubes, heating the entire copper block, 
and soldering the tubes into place. The gas outlet line [4] andcon-. 
densation fill line [l] are located adjacent.to one another and enter 
the cell through th~ copper plug (G) that compresses the sealing gasket. 
These lines are attached by silver solder. The two lines in the cell 
itself were not silver soldered because heating the entire copper cell 
(approximate weight of 20 lbs.) to a high enough temperature to silver 
solder was not feasible. 
The cell is wrapped with a copper cooling coil (D) which serves as 
a transfer line for the cooltant. The copper tubing is thin-walled and 
has a 1~-inch outside diameter. Appro~imately 15 evenly spaced (about. 
~ inch apart) loops of tubing surround the cell. The entire cooling 
coil.was fastened to the cell by soldering the inside of the tubing (in 
good thermal contact) to the cell. Again, the entire copper cell had 
to be heated to the melting temperature of the solder and care had to 
be taken that the two lines soldered in the base of the cell did not 
come loose. 
The equilibrium cell is also wrapped with two lengths of asbestos 
insulated chromel A wire (B & S Gauge No. 24) to serve as small wattage 
resistance heaters (R). Each piece of wire is approximately 5 to 6 
feet long and has a resistance of about 5 ohms. The wires were wrapped 
between the copper cooling coil loops and are located at the top and. 
bottom of. cell. The· wires. are held in position by epoxy resin. 
A removable tray section (C) is located .in the internal cavity of 
the cell. The trays are thin circular steel disks slightly smaller than 
1 inch in diameter. Each tray was tapped with a t~inch hole so that a. 
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2-inch long piece of 4-inch O.D. tubi~g could be soldered intq pla~e in. 
the tray. These tub:f,ng sections allow the vapor .. stream to pass. through 
the tray section. The trays are separated by,!-inch long tray spacers 
made from 1-inch O.D. steel tubing. The space between the trays is 
packed with steel .. wool. The entire tray section was, .assembled using a 
1 
4-inch bolt to hold it together; then the trays and tray spacers are 
soldered in place. A groove was lathed aroun4 the bottom of.the tray 
section in which a 1-inch O.D. neoprene 0-ring (W) was positioned. The 
0-ring not only holds the tray s~ction in.place but also prevents vapor 
bypass aroun4 the trays. 
A copper-constantan,differential .thermocouple was originally at-
tached to the top and bottom of the.cell. The purpose of the differen-
tial thermocouple in this position is to detect temperature gradients 
across the length of the cell. Later, the top bead of the thermecouple 
was attached to the vapor outlet line about 2 inches above the top of 
the cell. In this position, the differential thermoc~uple can,be used 
to determine if the vapor outlet line temperature is above that of the 
cell. This is important because condensation_ from, the equilibrium gas 
mixture leaving the top of the cell must be prevented in the vapor out-
let line. 
Adiabatic Heat Shield 
Surrounding the equilibrium cell is an adiabatic heat shield (B) 
designed to minimize the flow of heat from the surroundings to the cell. 
This heat.shield is.a 10!-inch long piece of.5-inch nominal, Type L, 
hard copper water pipe. l The pipe has an.O.D. of 58 inches and an I.D. 
of 4i inches. · Two circular t-inch thick pieces ef .brass plate, 5 
inches·in diameter, were used for the tQp and bottom of the adiabatic 
shield. 
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A 1-inch diameter hole was drilled in.the center of each plate and 
six ~~inch diameter holes were evenly spaced around the center hole 
near the euter edge of the plate. The purpose of these holes is to. 
allow the passage of the various lines and wires frem the cell threugh 
the heat shield and.to allow the evacuation ,of the ann~lar space bet~een 
the cell and the shield. Three ~-inch diameter holes were.also drilled 
in the top-plate of the shield. They were positioned to correspond 
exactly with the anchor holes on the top of the equilibrium cell. Thus, 
the heat shield can be supported with the three threaded nylon support 
rods (N) by using hex-headed nuts (X) en either side of the top-plate 
to hold it firmly in position. 
The bottem~plate was soldered into place in the bottom of the 
shield. For convenience in assembly, however, the shield is supperted 
from its top-plate using an ancher screw assembly. Three 1-inch long 
pieces ef &-inch diameter hexagonal brass bar stock were tapped and 
threaded for 1!-inch screws. These pieces were then attached to the 
inside of the shield wall at regular intervals. Three 1~-inch holes 
were drilled in the top-plate of the shield. Thus, the shield can be 
suspended from the top-plate by screwing three 1!-inch round head 
screws through the top-plate into the three brass stock supports. 
A cooling coil (E) of 1~-inch O.D. copper tubtng was soldered to 
the outside of the shield. The cooling coil consists of approximately 
20 loops spaced approximately ~-inch apart. A chromel resistance heat-
ing wire (S) was wrapped between the loops of the cooling coil, The 
wire is 24 feet long, has a resistance of approximately 24 ohms, and 
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was attached to the shield with epoxy resin. 
Liquid Nitrogen Storage Vessel 
A supply vessel (J) for liquid nitrogen cooltant to the adiabatic 
heat shield and equilibrium cell is .located immediately under the shield 
and cell assembly. This vessel was constructed from the same Type L 
copper water pipe that was used for the shield. Two circular 5-inch 
diameter pieces of !-inch thick copper plate were soldered into the 
grooved ends of a 7-inch long piece of the copper pipe to complete con-
struction of th~ storage vessel. 
Two !-inch O.D. and one .1.-inch O.D. transfer lines were soldered 
4 16 
into the top of the vessel. One of the t-inch lines serves as a fill 
line (K) and the other serves as a vapor vent line (L). A pressure 
gauge with a range of Oto 100 psig and a needle valve were placed in. 
the vent line of the storage vessel where it.exits the cryostat. The 
pressure gauge is used to monitor .the pressure in the storage vessel 
and the needle valve serves as a back pressure regulator to prevent a 
pressure "build-up". The / 6-inch line (P) b the supply line to the 
shield and cell. The three transfer . lines. serve as the only support 
for the .vessel. Th.e capacity of the LN2 st0rage .vessel is approximately 
2100 cc. 
Miscellaneous .~ryostat Components 
The two 1~-inch stainless steel transfer lines coming out of the 
top of the cell are the condensate fill line [l] and vap0r outlet line 
[4], A thermal short of copper bar stoc~ was soldered .between them to 
prevent subcooling of the outlet line. Later, a resistance heating 
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wire was wrapped around these lines. and their thermal. short and.· epoxyed 
into place. The wire has a resistance of approximately 2 ohms and 
• 
serves as added insurance against subcooling in the vapor exit line. 
Above the shield and cell assembly is a heat ex~hanger (0) in which 
heat is exchanged between the inlet and outlet vapor streams. The ex-
changer was constru~ted by solder::i,.ng together two parallel segments of 
i-inch O.D. copper tubing. The exchanger is helical in shape in order 
to conserve space and fit around the .three nylon cell support rods. 
The ends of the exchanger.were easily connected to the 1~-inch stainless 
steel inlet and out;let vapor lines because the / 6-inch tubing fit into 
1 the 8-inch tubing and could be easily soldered. 
The cell and shield assembly are held in place by three l-inch O.D. 
nylon rods (N) which. are.threaded their entire length with right-handed 
threads. They are made out of nylon in order to cut down the amount of 
heat transferred to the shield and cell by conduction. 
These nylon support rods are attached to the top-plate of the cryo-
stat by means of adjustable collars (U) which can be used not only to 
support. the cell but to position it as well. Three 1~-inch holes were 
drilled and threaded into the cryostat's top-plate corresponding to the 
arrangement of the support rods. Three 1!-inch bolts were made by 
I 
threading one end right-handed and the other end left-handed. The 
right-hand threaded.side of the bolt was screwed into the top-plate 
leaving the left.-hand threaded side facing the support rods which had 
~-inch right-handed threads. The collars were made from i-inch O.D. 
steel tubing by soldering the appropriate nuts in each end <t-inch 
right-hand thread in on end and ; 6-inch left-hand thread in the other). 
Thus, when the collar is turned in one direction the.cell will be 
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raised and vice versa. 
The shield and liquid nitrogen storage vessel were wrapped with 
extra-heavy aluminum foil. Likewise, a circular piece of aluminum foil 
large enough to surround the entire shield, c~ll, and LN2 vessel was 
cut and fastened into place. These aluminum foil coverings serve as 
radiation shields and together with the radiation shields in the sur-
rounding dewar they help to diminish the.amount of heat transferred in-
to the system by radiation. 
Cryostat Dewar 
Since vacuum is about.the best insulation, at low temperatures, some 
means is needed of enclosing the area surrounding the shield and cell 
assembly so that this space can be evacuated. In .this work, a super-
insulated stainless steel open dewar, manufac~ured by Hofman Labora-
tories, is used to enclose the shield and cell assembly. The dewar, 
10~ inches in diameter with ~n inside depth of 30 inches, is flanged 
at the top and is fastened to the top-plate of the cryostat with twelve 
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16-inch bolts. The vacul.).m seal is between the fla~g.e and top-plate and 
is maintained with a.Parker Viton 0-ring which has a lli-inch I.D. and 
a i-inch thickness. 
Cryostat Top-Plate 
The top-plate (T) of the cryostat is a circular steel plate 16 
inches in diameter and i-inch thick. In addition to the.12 bolt holes 
for attacqing the f+anged dewar and the three threaded anchor holes for 
attaching the.nylon support rods, all the transfer lines and electrical 
leads to the cell, shield, and LN2 storage vessel pass through the top-
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plate. 
All liquid nitrogen transfer lines through the.tt;}p-plate are J-inch 
O.D. thin-walled stainless steel tubing. The equilibrium cell transfer 
lines are / 6-inch stainless. steel tubing. The line through which the 
cell is. evacuated (V) is l~-inch O.D. copper pipe. All these lines 
were soldered in place to the top-plate~ 
The electrical leads were brought through the top-plate with Style 
F ceramic multi-terminal headers made by Lact.ronics Corporation. The 
outer metal ring of each·lead-through was soldered in a groove to the 
top-plate and each electrical lead was.brought througµ one of the indi-
vidual tubes in the header and soldered. Three lead-throughs were 
necessary. Two of them have·lO terminals and one has 8 terminals. 
The cryostat top-plate is supported from a four-legged angle-iron 
stand. The stand is 6 feet high and is 2 feet square at the top. By 
suspending the entire cryostat and equilibrium cell in this manner, the 
cryostat dewar can be removed eaf?ily. Likewise, the cell assembly can. 
be worked on and disassembled easily. 
Vacu1.,1m System 
Two vacuum systems are necessary in this work. One system serves 
to evacuate the cell cavity and vapor system transfer lines and pres-
sure.gauges. The other system is for evacuating the cryostat dewar and 
providing vacuum insulation for the equilibrium cell assembly. 
The first system is a Model No. 1402B "Duo Seal" vacuum pump, a 
large capacity-high vacuum pump manufactured by the Welch Scientific 
Company. This pump can produce an ulti,ate v~cuum of 0.1 to .1 millitorr 
and a free displacement of 5.6 CFM (160 liters/min). The vacuum pump 
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is linked to the vapor flow system.by means of a toggle valve. 
The. second system is a high vacuum system complete with diffusion 
pump, fore pump, cold trap, ionization gauge, etc. The system is mount-
ed on a mobile stancl so it cou]..d be used .for other. applications by dis-
connecting the vacuum intake line from tl).is equipment and reconnecting 
the line and vacuum system to another apparatus. (The disadvantages of 
this mobilE:! vacuum system are.discussed later). 
A schematic diijgram of the high vacuum system is presented in 
Figure 3. The fore pump for this vacuum system is a Welch Model No. 
1402B pump identical to the one mentioned above, A Type EP-2A 2-inch · 
water-cooled diffusion pump made by Veeco Instruments, Inc. is used. 
The pump is high speed with a constant pumping speed of 90 liter/sec 
when the intake pressure is below 0.1 millitorr. 
Mounted on top of the diffusion pump are a water-cooled baffle and 
a liquid nitrogen cold trap also manufac4ured by Veeco. Their purposes 
are, respectively, to prevent oil losses from the.top of the diffusion 
pump and to condene;;e any heavy components out of the system being 
evacuated. A 60 cc pump oil charge of Veeco Type DC""."704 silicon oil is 
used· in ·the. diffusion pump. 
The valves used in the vacuum system are forged brass high vacuum 
bellows valves made by Veeco. All the elbows, adapters, unions, and 
other fittings used in the vacuum system are copper sweat fi4tings and 
all the tubing is either copper or brass. All connections were made by 
soldering, except the flanged connections, which use Vitcm 0-rings to 
produce a .seal. 
An ionization gauge is located in the .vacuum system, just upstream 
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poration Type GIC-110 vacuum gauge and a Type VGlA ionization tube are 
used in this system. The tube was installed using a eve brass adapter 
which was soldered vertically onto the system tubing. This adapter. 
uses a compressed 0-ring seal to seal the glass base of the vacuum tube 
into the system. 
Because the pressure in the vacuum system should be below 30 to 50 
millitorr before turning on the diffusion pump and below one millitorr 
before turning on the ionization gauge, a thermocouple gauge is mounted 
on the vacuum transfer line immediately above the cryostat. The ther-
mocouple gauge works very well for a pressure range of 0.001 to 1 torr 
and provides an easy means of measuring the pressure during the initial 
evacuatio-q of the system with the forepump. The output; of the thermo-
couple gauge is monitored on one of the thermocouple gauge channels of 
the GIC-110 vacuum gauge. 
After the vacuum system .was constructed, it was _leak tested in~e-
pendently from the rest of the cryostat assembly, The vacuum system 
was flanged of:!; with a circular steel plate into which the thermocouple 
gauge was mounted. When the system was tested in.this manner, a pres-
sure of less than 10-6 torr cquld be easily maintained at.the vacuum 
gauge with the diffusion pump in service. 
Temperature Measurement and Control 
The temperature in the equilibrium cell is measured as near to the 
vapor outlet port as possible, using a Model No. 8164 platinum resist-
ance thermometer (Serial No. 1697602) made by Leeds and Northrup. The 
temperature range of the thermometer is -261° to 250° C. and it was 
calibrated by the National Bureau of Standards over the temperature 
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range -183° to 250° C. After the thermometer was wired an<;l reaqy to 
install in its cell port, the triple point of water was rechecked us;ing 
a triple point cell manufactured by Trans-Sonics, Inc. The results are 
presented in Appendix A. The thermometer was sealed in its port. (F) in 
the cell by wood's metal, which melts .at about 60° C. 
The output of the platinum resistance.thermometer is monitored with 
a Leeds and Northrup Model No. 8069-B Type G-2 Mueller Bridge, capable 
of measuring resistan~es in the range from Oto 111.111 ohms in incre-
ments of 0.0001 ohm. A Leeds and Northrup Model No. 9834-2 D.C. null 
detector is used in conjunction with the G-2 Mueller Bridge for measur-
ing the output of the platinum resistance thermometer. The null detec-: 
tor .has a variable sensitivity range and a meter read-out display. The 
temperature of the cell can be measured precisely to ±0.001° C. 
The temperature of the equilibrium cell is controlled by balancing 
a small. amount of liquid nitrogen cooling with a small heat input from. 
the resistance heaters .at the top and bottom of the cell. The heaters 
are regulated by a temperat4re control system manufactured by Leeds and 
Northrup. This system is pictured in Figure 4 and consists of a temper-
ature sensing element, a set point unit, a D.C. null detector, a cur-
rent adjusting controller, and a current controlled A.C. power supply. 
The sensing element is a three-lead 100-ohm platinum resistance thermo-
meter which is covered with a ceramic material and epoxy resin. The 
setpoint unit is a Model No. 8064 Resistance Thermometer Bridge capable 
of measuring resistances in a range of Oto 160.1 ohms. 
The imbalance between the set point unit and resistance thermometer 
is detected and amplified by a D.C. Null Detector (Model No. 9834-2). 
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controller (Model No. 60 C,A.~.)· which can d•liv~r an,output.cu~rent be-
tween O and 5.75 m1111amps, The controller has three .modes of control 
act,ion, proportional, reset, and rate. The output of the current; con-,, 
troller _is used to,control tq.e output voltage of the.A.C. powe:i:- supply 
(Fincor Model No. 1200-2.2-llA). The power supply has two potentiome-
ters for adjusting the upper a11d lower limitE!I of the output,voltage. 
The output; voltage can be varied between O and 95% of line voltage. 
The output voltage is dropped across a series of high wattage resist-
ances and is then applied to the c~ll heaters. With this system the. 
temper.atqre of the _cell can be controlled within ±0.01° to ±0.030 C. 
depending upon.the operating conditions. 
The emf output of the differential th~rmocouple-is _measured with a 
Leeds and Northrup Model 7555-A Type K-5 Potent;iometer. This potenti,. 
ometer unit is capable of detecting emf's .with a resoluti,on of ±0.02 · 
microvqlt. The sensitivity of.a copper-constantan thermocouple at.100° 
K is approximately 0.019 millivolt/ 0 c. Thus, temperature gradients of 
less than ±o.010c could conceivably be-detected. 
Liquid Nitroge11 Flow Control System 
Liquid.nitrogen.is transferred directly from its storage vessel 
into the cool:!-ng coil of the .adiaQatic shield where .. most, if not all, 
of it is .vaporized. A tee (Q) was._ placed at, the exit of the shield 
cooling coil enabling some of the nitrogen coeltant to .be transferred 
into the cell. cooling ceil while the remaillder. is vented •. 
Tees were placed in the.vent lines of both tqe cell and shield 
cooling coils. In one branch of bot~ vent lines; a.needle control 
valve and rotameter were installed to carefully monitor and.control the 
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nitrogen cooltant .· flow to both the cell and the shield. Although the 
cooling coils were made from -ft-inch O.D. CG>pper tu1:>ing, all. the piping 
in the LN 2 flow control system outside the cryostat is t-inch O.D. cop-
per tubing. The rotameter range of the shield cooltant control branch 
is Oto 4600 STD cc/min while the rotameter range of the cell branch is 
Oto 850 STD cc/min. 
The other branch of the shield and cell cooling coil vent lines 
serves as the control branch bypass. A valve was placed in this branch 
which woul<;l allow full-open flow through the l-inch copper tubing. 
This branch of the vent lines is used during the initial cool down of 
the shield and.· cell assembly when large amounts of liquid nitrogen are 
vaporized and cause high vapor flow rates. The control valves will not 
pass enough vapor to permit reasonable co.ol-down. times and thus, the 
bypass branches are needed. 
Pressure Control and Measurement 
The pressure is conqolled using a "Mity-Mite" (Model No. 94) 
pressure regulator, manufactured by Grove Valve and.Regulator Co., up-
stream of the cell. The maximum inlet pressure to the "Mity-Mite" is 
5000 psi and the maximum outlet pressure that can be developed is 3000 
psi. Downstream of the cell the pressure is let down to atmospheric 
conditions across a regular high pressure valve. Gas is supplied to 
the "Mity-Mite" pressure regulator.from.a high pressure gas bottle 
regulator at a pressure 50 to 100 psia greater .than the desired system 
pressure. The dome of the "Mity-Mite" .is internally loaded with system 
gas. During an experimental.run, the pressure could always be control-
led to a value less than the precision of the pressure measuring 
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equipment. 
Three bourdon tube pressure gauges, manufactured by Heise Bourdon 
Tube Company, Inc., are used to measure the system pressure depending 
upon the operating pressure. A gauge with a pressure range of Oto 3000 
psig is used to measure all pressures above 1000 psig (68.1 atm). A 
gauge with a range of Oto 1000 psig is used for system pressure between 
300 and 1000 psig (20.4 and 68.1 atm) and a gauge with a range of Oto 
300 psig is used for system pressures below 300 psig (20.4 atm). The 
precision of these gauges is ±0.1% futl scale or ±3 psig (±0.20 atm) for 
the high range pressure gauge, ±1 psig (±0.07 atm) for the intermediate 
range gauge, and ±0.3 psia (±0.02 atm) for the low range gauge. All 
three gauges were calibrated against a Model 2400 HL dead weight,gauge 
manufactured by Ruska Instrument Co.; the results of these calibrations 
are shown in Appendix B. 
The three pressure gauges,are valved into the vapor flow system so 
that the pressure can be measured on either the upstream or the down-
stream side of the equilibrium cell. In this manner, any pressure drop 
across the cell can be detected. In this work, no detectable pressure 
drops in the vapor flow system, specifically across the equilibrium 
cell, were ever detected. 
Vapor Analysis System 
The vapor phase which leaves the equilibrium cell is analyzed with 
an ultrasonic detector and phase meter unit of a MT-150 gas chromato-
graph made by Tracor, Inc. The ultrasonic detector system measures 
changes in the speed of sound in a gas sample, due to changing gas com-
position, by comparing the phase angle of the received signal with that 
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of a r•ference. signa:l. Thus, this .change in phase angle ·due to changing 
gas . composi tio'Q provides a means of analyzing the. composition of a gas 
mixtur~. Since the response (phase angle change) of the detector is a 
rela1;:ively linear.function of composition when the composition of the 
component of inter~st is relativ~ly small. (mol~ fractons less. than 
0.01), the ultrasonic.detector is an excellent; tec~nique·for analyzing 
gas mixtures containing ti;ace.components. 
The detector uses very sensitive pressure tJ;"ansducers in maki1,1g the 
speed of.sound mea1;1ure-qients. Th~ detector is consti;ucted of corrQsion 
resistant ·mat;erials and any gas may be used as a carrier although th.e · 
best carrier gases are those that lead to the largest detector response 
(phase angle· change) when other gases are introduced. The· output sig-
nal of. the detector cells .is very sensitive tG? temperature changes and 
thus; the temperature of these cells must be controlled to less than 
±0.001° C. The detector cells are operated at 125° C. 
A schematic diagram of the gas analysis flow scheme is pres.ented 
in Figure 5 and an,individual ult;rasonic,detector.cell is shown in 
Figure 6. ,~:A gas sample is. trapped. in ·a sampling loop by a compressed 
air-activated solenoid valve and is then flushed into the carrier gas 
stream leading to·one of the two detector cells in.the system. The 
output signal of the detector cell is compared .to a reference.signal 
by means of a.phase mete:r which in turt1, imparts a emf signal to a re"; 
corder. The recorder used in this w0rk is made by Minneapolis-Honeywell 
(Model No. 15307856-01~05-0-000~715-07 009) and has a range of -0.2 to 
1. 0 millivolt. 
Since the.speed 0f sound is sensitive to changes in the density of. 
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Figure 5. Schematic Diagram of the Gas Analysis System 
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be carefuily controlled. Sampl~ng in the manner described insures that 
the only variable affecting the mass density of.the gas sample is com-
position. The sampling valve is insulated and its temperature is con-
trolled at approximately 25° C to ±0.1° C. 
After the vapor stream leaves the equilibrium cell, its pressure 
is dropped to slightly above atmqspheric.conditiop.s across.a high pres-
sure valve. The vapor stream then passes through a.line filter ancl in-
to a rotameter with .a range·of Oto 720 STD cc/min. The vapor is trans-
ported to the sampling section of the ultrasoni9 detector through thin-
walled / 6-inch O.D. stainless steel tubing. The vapor stream flows · 
continuously through the sample loop of the sampling valve and then to 
vent. A needle valve is located downstream of the sample loop to serve. 
as a back pressure regulator for the sample loop vapor stream. The 
pressure in the sample loop is measured by a closed-end mercury mano~e-
ter and is maintained at a.constant value using a needle valve upstream 
of the sample loop. Another line filter is positioned upstream of this 
needle valve. 
Carrier gas flows through both ultrasonic detector cells simul-
taneously. The carrier gas passes through a head pressure regulator.and 
pressure gauge and is then split into two streams before entering the 
detector cells. A flow restrictor is located in each of the two lines 
upstream of the detector.cells. The sampling valve is positioned be~ 
tween the restrictor ap.d de,tector cell of one of the channels. Down-
stream of·the detector cells, the two streams pass through solenoid 
switching valves which can be used to direct the flow of one or both of 
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the streams to a rotameter. These solenoid valves as well as bhe sam-
pl:ing solenoid.valve are activated by compressed air. Finally, the two 
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streams are rejoined and pass through a pressure gauge and back pres-
sure regulator before being sent to vent. The back pressure on the de-
tector .cells must be maintained at a constant value in the same manner 
as the sample pressure in order to insure reproducible results. Car-
rier gas is also used:to purge the bonnet of the sampling valve. 
Either of the detector cells can be used individually by referen-
cing its output signal to an electronic reference.signal. A differen-
tial mode of operation which entails using the output signal of one of 
the detector cells as tl:ie reference signal is used in thia work because 
of the following advantages: 
(1) the problem of possible hysteresis of an electronic .. reference 
signal is eliminated, 
(2} any signal due to impurities in the carrier gas will tend to. 
be cancelled because carrier gas .flows through both detector. 
cells. 
Helium is used as.the carrier gas in this study and, since helium is 
also the major component in .the binary mixtures to be analyzed, the mix-:-
ture can easily be analyzed for the trace component. 
No columns are needed in this work because no separation is neces-
sary. Beca.use the response of the .detector .results in a smooth, sharp 
peak on the recorder and since these peaks are quite reproducible, peak 
height rather than area is used as a measure of the response of the de-
tector to the trace components. Trace components in a helium carrier 
that are heavier than helium give a positive phase shift and, therefore, 
a positive peak. 
When using helium as a carrier gas~ the response of the detector 
is relatively independent of the detector cell pressure when this pres-
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sure is between 10 and 50 psig (16). Likewise, tests in this work 
showed that the detector response is approximately flow rate independent 
for flow rates in the range of 20 to 35 STD cc/min at a back pressure 
of 48 psig. During normal operation, a back pressure of 48 psig was 
maintai~ed on the detector .cell and a flow rate of approximately 25 to 
30 STD cc/min was maintained through it, 
The ultrasonic detector is the key constituent of this solid-vapor 
equilibrium apparatus because, with a good. calibration, the detector 
can be used.to determine the trace component composition with an im-
precision of less than one percent, The calibration of the det~ctor is 
discussed. in th.a. following chapter, A more cc,mplete d:l,scussion of the 
theoretical aspects of an.ultrasonic detector is presented in Appendix 
c. 
Equipment Deficiencies 
The main problem encountered in the operation of the cryostat is 
the high consumption rate of liquid nitrogen. Although the liquid ni~ 
trogen storage vessel holds over 2100 cc, the cryostat can only be 
operated for approximately 10 to 12 hours without. refilling the LN2 
storage tank, While this does not prevent operating the cryostat in a 
normal manner, refilling the LN2 storage vessel every 10 to 12 hours is 
inconvenient. 
In a high vacuum (lo-s torr or less), conductiv~ and convective 
heat leaks through the vacuum insulation should be quite small. Radia-
tion heat leaks should be negligible if radiation shields are used in. 
the cryostat. Thus, the major heat leak should arise from the cendu~.;;:; 
tion of heat from the tap-plate of the cryostat down the.transfer lines 
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and electrical leads to the cell assembly. 
Preliminary heat condu9ti0n calculations_ showed that the heat leak 
from the top of the cell by conduction is about 1.5 BTU/hr which cor-
responds to a liquid ni.trogen loss of approximately 10 cc/hr. Theoret-
ically, therefore; the cryostat could be operated about 200 hours with-
out refilling the liquid nitrogen .storage vessel. 
Several fact;ors probably contribute to the large discrepancy be-
tween the act;ual and calculated liquid nitrogen usage. One factor _coul4 
be that the radiation heat loss is n0t_negligible. Another is that the. 
conductive heat leak from the top of the cryostat could be larger-than· 
calculated. A third factor is that a smal:;L amount of heat is being put 
into the cell from the temperature control heaters. 
However, the most important factor contributing to the high liquid 
nitrogen usage is that the pressure inside the cry0stat is greater than 
10-5 torr. In reality, it is probably closer to 10-4 torr. When the 
pressure on a gas is above 1 torr, the kinetic theory of gases predicts 
that the thermal conductivity of the gas is independent of pressure be-
cause the mean free path of the gaseous molecules is small compared to 
the distance between the surfaces of the heat source and the heat sink. 
However, when·the pressure on a gas drops below 10-3 torr, the thermal· 
conductivity and thus, the transfer af heat by conducting, becomes 
nearly prnportional to the ·s,y.s:ben\ cp·ressure (53). Therefare; if the 
vacuum pressure was 10-4 torr instead of 10- 5 torr, the conductive heat 
leak through the vacuum insulation could be 10 times larger at the 
higher pressure and easily account far the major part of the heat leak 
problem. 
The difficulty in maintaining the vacuum pressure in the cryostat 
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at 10-5 torr ari$es from the fact·that the transfer line between the 
cryostat . and the vacuum sys tern is , too long and con.tains several elbows. 
Thus, the diffusion pump assembly should have been mounted nearer the 
top of the cryostat to eliminate.the long transfer line. In this man-
ner, an adequate vacuum could probably be establishE!d.inside the cryo-
stat anq liquid nitrogen usage cou14 be diminished. 
Another problem _associated with cryostat operation is an inadequate 
level monitoring system for the ,LN2 storage vessel. As at'!:empt was·. 
made to construct a liquid level indicator.using a thin platin~m wire 
element similar to one designed and tested by Maimoni (37). However, 
these efforts proved fruitless when the level indic~tor.failed to.show 
any sensitivity to the liqi..dd level inside the .LN2 s;torage tan~. The 
insensitivity of the level indicator is proba~ly due to the fact that 
the platinum wire used as .the sensing element is at least an order of 
magnitude too large in diameter. Therefore, no level indicator was 
used.in this study. 
Another equipment. deficiency is. associated with the differential 
thermocouple located .on the cell. Originally, the thepnocouple beads 
were placed at the top and bottom of the cell in order to detect any. 
cell temperature gradients. Then the bead .at· the top ef the cell was. 
relocated d n the vapor outlet line so that . the temperature ·difference 
between the cell and vaper outlet .line .could be measured •. Unfortunate~ 
ly, when.the thermocouple was .relocated, no means remaiaed of detecting 
cell temperature gradients. Even though no detec~able temperature gra-. 
dients on the cell were ever measured during cryostat operation, two 
differential thermocouples would be better than, one. One could be used 
for measuring cell temperature gradients and the other for monitoring 
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the vapor outlet line temperature. 
A further imperfection is associated with the high vacuum system 
and arises from the fact·that the ionization gauge is located too far 
from the cryostat for an.accurate measur7'°'ent of the.vacuum in~ide the 
cryostat. Therefore, the ionization gauge shou:!-d be .. located in the. 
vacuum transfer line where it exits the cryostat. 
A problem arose from the plugging of .the inlet gas transfer line 
when the heavy component was condensed into the equilibrium cell cayity. 
Helium was passed through the cell aft.er the heavy component was ccm-
densed in the cell as a liquid to prevent.plugging upon freezing. How~ 
ever, this did not always prevent piugging and a resistance heater was. 
wrapped around the inlet vapor line and epoxyed.in place to help elimi-
nate the problem. 
Materials 
All the gases used in. this work. (helium, argon, krypton, and 
xenon)were high purity gases. The source and minimum.purity of each 
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In this chapter, a detailed descript~on of the equipment operating 
procedure is presented including initial start-up, temperature control, 
and normal operation. The proc~dure for calibrating the ultrasonic de-
tector is also presented. 
General Description 
After the cryostat has been completely assembled, it is evacuated 
for several days. When the vacuum reaches a suitable level, the liquid 
nitrogen storage vessel is filled and the equilibrium cell assembly is 
cooled. The less volatile component (krypton or xenon) is condensed as 
a liquid on the equilibrium trays and packing inside the cell cavity. 
The cell is then cooled to its normal operating temperature and the 
condensed liquid freezes in place. Finally, temperatur~ control is 
established on the cell. 
After the equilibrium cell reaches its operating temperature, it 
is filled with tqe more volatile component (helium) to the highest pres-
sure at which an experimental measurement is made. In order to accomp-
lish this, the·"Mity-Mite" pressure regulator must be set to deliver 
the appropriate operating pressure. In this work, measurments are made 




After the cell has been pressured, a high pressure valve down-
stream of the cell is cracked open and a flow of vapor from the cell to 
the ultrasonic detector sampling valve is established. At the same 
time, temperature control is re-established on the cell, and ti~e is 
allowed for the vapor and solid inside the cell to come to equilibrium. 
After an appropriate length of time, sampling to the detector is 
begun. When the response of the detector is constant for a reasonable 
period of time, a composition measurement has been accomplished. The 
vapor flow rate out of .the cell is increased significantly by opening 
another valve in the vapor effluent stream which bypasses the detector. 
Thus, the flow rate from the cell can be increased without changing the. 
flow rate to the detector sampling system. Again, sampling to the de-
tector .continues until the response is constant. This procedure pro-
vides a test for equilibrium because equilibrium inside the cell is im-
plied if the composition of the vapor phase is independent of flow rate. 
After a composition measurement is completed, the pressure in the 
cell is adjusted (usually decreased) to a.new value and another compo-
sition measurement is made. This procedure continues until the desired 
pressure range has been covered. Then, the cell is repressured with 
the lighter .component (helium) of the same cell temperature and another 
series of pressure-composition measurements is made over the same pres-
sure range. This procedure serves to establish the reproducibility of 
the measurements. 
The temperature of the cell is changed to a new value and the 
above procedure is repeated until several isotherms of pressure-compo-
sition measurements have been completed. For convenience, the measure-
ments are generally made in steps of decreasing temperature. Depending 
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upon the amount of solid originally condensed, and the amount of .time 
required for each experimental run, five to ten isotherms of data can 
be taken before the cell needs to be refilled. Given below are detail-
ed descriptions of the individual procedures which must be performed 
before an experimental run can be made. A detailed description of an 
experimental.run is also presented. 
Evacuation of the Cryostat 
After the equilibrium cell and cryostat.have been.completely 
assembled, the forepump of the high vacuum system (Figure 3) is started .. 
The valve in the transfer line between the cryostat and the diffusion 
pump, and the valve between the diffusion pump and forepump are opened. 
As the cryostat .is evacuated, the pressure inside the cryostat is moni~ 
tored with the thermocouple gauge mounted .in the transfer line leaving 
the cryostat. The pressure range on the thermocouple gauge is 1 to 
1000 milli torr. 
When the pressure reaches 10 millitorr, the cold trap is filled 
with liquid nitrogen and the diffusion pump is turned on. Cooling wa-
ter .to the water baffle and diffu~ion pump is turned on and the rates 
adjusted. The water flow rate to the baffle is set as high as possible, 
but the water rate to the diffusion pump should be adjusted so that the 
effluent water stream is between 50° and 60° C. In practice, however, 
a higher water rate than this is often used with no apparent loss of 
efficiency in the diffusion pump. 
The vacuum system is.allowed to pump on the cryostat for several 
days while the equilibrium cell assembly and the inside of the cryostat. 
"outgas". The ultimate vacm,1m obtainable when the cryostat is cooled 
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to normal operating temperatures is slightly less. than 10-5 torr. How-
ever, this is the pressure measu+ed at the.ionization gauge. Because 
the ionization gauge is located some distance from the cryostat, a more 
realistic value of the pressure in the cryostat would be on the order 
of 10-4 torr. 
The ionizatic:m gauge should never be . turned on when. the pressure 
in the system is.above 1 millitorr. The hot·di:1:fusion pump oil should. 
never come in contact with pressures higher than 50 millitorr. There-
fore, when the vacuum system is turned off, the diffusion pump is valved 
out of the system and. the bypass valve to the forepump is opened. The 
diffusion pump can then be turned off with no danger to the pump oil. 
The forepump can then be turned off and the vacuum on· the cryostat re- . 
leased by means of the vent valve in the forepump transfer line. 
Cooling of the Equilibrium Cell 
When. a reasonable vacuum has .been established inside the cryostat, 
the liquid nitrogen storage vessel is filled through a !-inch transfer 4 
line from an LS-110 dewar of liquid nitrogen (LN2 ). When a normal 
vacuum exists inside the cryostat (10- 4 torr), the liquid nitrogen in-. 
side the storage tank exerts a vapor pressure of 5 to 10 psig. A 
needl~ valve is used in the vent line of the storage vessel as a back 
pressure regulator to prevent a pressure "build-up". The pressure on 
the storage vessel is monitored .with a pressure gauge, located in the 
vent line, with a range of Oto 100 psig. 
After .the LN2 storage vessel has been filled, the bypass valves 
in the exit.transfer .lines from the.cell and shield cooling coils are 
opened completely. This allows the liquid nitrogen to flow into the. 
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cooling cqils where it evaporates and.cool!3 the cell assembling. In 
this manner, the c~ll and shield assembling are cooled to a ·tzilipQ!itl'f~·e 
near the cryostat's normal operating conditions. The LN2 storage ves-
sel has to be refilled at least once during the cool-down procedure. 
After the cell and shield assembly has been cooled, the bypass 
valves are closed and the needle valves in the flow control loops of the 
cooling coil exit lines are adjusted for the proper nitrogen rates. A 
slight excess of nitrogen is used in normal operation so that it can be 
balanced by a small amount of heat input from the temperature control 
unit. During normal operation, the flow rate of nitrogen vapor leaving 
the shield cooling coil.is about 1000 STD cc/min.and that leaving the 
cell cooling coil is between 600 to 850 STD cc/min depending on.the cell 
temperature. This corresponds to a liquid nitrogen usage of approxi~ 
mately 160 cc/hr. 
Most if not all of the liquid nitrogen evaporates in the shield 
cooling coil and cold nitrogen vapor flows in the cell cooling coil. 
Duririg normal cell operation, the nitrogen flow rates through the cool~ 
ing coils are extremely "bumpy". This would seem to inc;licate that a 
slug of liquid somewhere in the cooling coils has flashed and caused a 
sudden surge of vapor to exit the coils. In practice, much better tem-
perature control can be maintained when the nitrogen flow through the 
shield and cell cooling coils is "bumpy". This is probably true because 
the lag time in cooling cycle of temperature control is greatly de-
creased for .the case of "bumpy" nitrogen rates. 
The cryostat could generally be operated for 10 to 12 hours with-
out.refilling the liquid nitrogen storage vessel. The storage contain-
er is refilled every 10 hours to assure the continuous operation of the 
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cryostat. It is filled until liquid nitrogen comes out the top of the 
vent line which assures that th~ container is full. 
Condensation of Solid in the Equilibrium Cell 
The cell assembly is cooled to a temperature between the normal 
boiling point and triple point .of the component to be condensed. Before 
the initial cool-down procedure, the cell is evacuated and flushed with 
helium, so that no impurities will be condensed in the cell cavity. 
Since the condensed component.is a gas at room.temperature, a one-:-liter 
transfer cylinder is evacuated and. filled with enough vapor to produce· 
a known.amount of solid when condensed in.the cell cavity. 
Generally, about 9 to 12 cc of liquid are condensed into the cell 
cavity which corresponds to about 9 to 12 cc of solid after freezing. 
Approximately 90 to 100 psia of gas pressure in the one-liter cylinder 
is needed to yield this much solid. With all the other transfer lines 
to the cell valved off, valve 1 in the condensate fill line is "cracked" 
open and the gas slowly bleeds into the equilibrium cell where it is 
condensed. This condensation within the cell cavity causes an.upset in 
the automatic temperature control (see below). Therefore, the nitrogen 
cooling rate to the cell must be greatly increased until.all of the 
gaseous heavy component in the transfer cylinder is condensed into the 
cell cavity and automatic temperature control on the cell is restored. 
After the heavy component is concien.sed .intod;h~ equilibrium tray 
section, valve 1 in the condensate fill line is closed and valves 
3 and 4 in the inlet and outlet vapor transfer lines are opened. The 
cell is pressured with helium and a flow rate through the cell is es-
tablished. Then the cell assembly is cooled to that temperature below 
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the triple point of ,the heavy component at which an experimental ·ru11: 
will be made._ As the cell is cooled, the ·liquid on the trays and in 
the packing is frozen in place. The helium flow through the cell.helps 
prevent.the plugging of any tran$fer lines in which some liquid might 
have condensed. During the course:of this work, a_resi1:1tanc;e heating 
wire was wrapped. around the vapor inlet line to help eliminate the 
plugging problem. 
Temperature Control 
When the equilibrium cell has been.cooled to.the desired operating 
temperature as measured by the platinum res~stance thermometer and the 
liquid nit;:rogen rates have been properly adjust,ed, temperature cqntrol 
must be established. Since the nitrogen.cooling rates are a constant, 
the variable to be, contr9lled is_ the heat input to the cell. 
Two separate heaters are located on.the cell, one at the top of 
the cell and one·at.the bottom. Variable high wattage resistors (0 to 
100 ohms) are located.in each heater _circuit and are used in conjunction 
with another constant resistance load to each heater. Either,heater 
ca~ be used independently of the other. The Fincor A. C. power supply 
has two.adjustable potentiometers _for controlling the upper and lower 
limits of output .voltage to the_ cell heaters._ The potentiometers are 
a4justed so that the output voltage range of the power supply is ap-
proximately 25 to 100 volts. 
The A. C. power supply is controlled by a current input which b 
the output of ,the current adjust~ng controller. 
range of tne controll~r is Oto 5.75 milliamps. 
The output c4rrent 
The controll~r has 
three modes of operatic;m; proportional, reset;, and rate. The current. 
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output .. of the controller can be operated manu~lly until the optimum ar-
rangement of heater usage.and variable resistanc~ settings is establish-
ed. During normal operation, only the top cell heater is used and de-
pending upon the operating temperature, variable resistor settings of 
40 to 70 ohms are used. 
When the proper heater circuit.resistance setting has been es-
tablished, the proportional. mode of the controller is adjusted. · The set. 
point unit is adjusted so that the temperature oscillates around the · 
correct value as measured by the platinum resistance thermometer. The 
high sensitivity range of the set point unit is used to monitor the 
output of the temperature probe, The highest sensitivity is also used 
on the D. C. null detector. 
The proportional mod~ of the controller is adjusted until the mag-
nitude and period of the temperature oscillations have been reduced to· 
the optimum level as indicated by the temperature control unit manual. 
Then-the reset and, rate are adjuf;!ted to "fine-tune" the .temperature 
control. During normal operation _the proportional mode setting is be-
tween. 8 and 20%, the reset mode setting is between O and 100 and the 
rate mode setting is zero, i.e., it is not used. By using this tem-
perature control unit, the temperature of the equilibrium cell can be 
controlled to± 0.01° to± 0.030° C. depending upon the operating tem-
perature, the nature of the cry0stant vacuum, and the nature of the 
nitrogen cooling flow. 
Experimental Run 
When the above procedures have been completed, experimental mea-
surements can be made. First, the equilibrium cell is filled with 
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helium to the desired operating pressure. Refering to F:1,gure 2, all 
the numb.ered valves are closed except valves 5, 10, and .15. Helium is 
supplied to the inlet of the "Mity-Mite" regulator at a pressure 25 to 
50 psi greater than the.desired operating pressure from the helium 
storage cylinder~ 
Then, by using the 3000 psig pressure gauge as a guide, the dome 
of the "Mity-Mite" is loaded so that it will deliver the desired pres-
sure. Valve 15 is closed, and the pressure is released from all of the 
system including the 11Mity-Mite" by opening valve 6 and then venting 
the gas thrqugh valve 13. Gas is vented to a pressure corresponding to 
the pressure in the equilibrium cell. Valve 13 is closed and valves 3, 
4, and.7 are opened. Valve 15 is cracked open and the equilibrium cell 
is slowly pressured thrqugh both its inlet .and outlet transfer lines. 
For convenience, the cell is usually filled to the highest experi-
mental pressure first. Measurements .are then made at decreasing incre-
ments because the dome of the "Mity-Mite" can be more easily vented 
than loaded. Although the measurements a~e usually made in decreasing 
pressure steps, several runs were performed in increasing pressure steps 
with no detectable difference in the measurements. 
Pressuring the equilibrium cell results in an upset in the auto-
matic temperature control. When this temperature upset has been cor-
rected and good COI).trol re-established, valve 15 is opened completely 
and valve 5 is closed. Vapor .. flow from. the cell to the detector 
sampling system is initiated by cracking valve .12 open. Valve 12 is 
adjusted until the desired pressure in the sample loop as measured by a 
mercury manometer is reached. 
Vapor is allowed to flow from the cell for a period of 15 to 30 
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minutes before samples are sent to the detector. The vapor is sampled 
until the response of the detector remains constant.for a.reasonable· 
period of time. In this manner, a composition measurement is made. In 
order to assure that equilibrium has been attained inside the cell, the 
flow rate from the cell is increased by a significant amount (doubied, 
tripled, etc.) by cracking open valve 13. The increased flow bypasses 
the detector sampling system. Again the vapor effluent is sampled un-
til a constant detector response is obtained. Increasing the vapor 
fiow rate from the cell never influenced the.concentration measurements, 
a good indication that equilibrium exists in the cell. 
After a composition measurement has been made at one pressure, the 
pressure in the cell is lowered to a new value. Vaives 3, 7, 12, and. 
13 are closed. Valve 5 is opened~ Valve 13 is crack,.ed open and pres-
sure is bled off the dome of the "Mity-Mite" until its output pr.essure 
reaches the desired value as indicated by the pressure gauge. The regu-
lator on the helium storage·cylinder is re-adjusted so that the 25 to 
50 psi differential across the "Mity-Mite" is re-established. Valves 5 
and 13 are closed and valve 7 is cracked open and the pressure bled 
from the cell into the pressure gauge until pressure equilibrium is 
reached throughout the system. Finally, valve 13 is cracked open and 
pressure is slowly bled from the entire vapor system until the new 
operating pressure has been reached at which point valve .3 is re-opened, 
valve 12 is cracked open and adjusted, and valve 13 is closed. 
At the new oper.~.ting pressure, the entire composition measurement 
procedure is repeated. The above procedure is repeated until the 
measurements at the lowest operating pressure have been made. The cell 
is then repressured and the whole run is repeated to assure reproduci-
bility of the measurements. 
In practice, during the first run for an isotherm, composition 
measurements · are made at pressures of approximately .. 120, 100, 80, 60, 
40, 20, and 10 atmospheres. During the second run, measurements are 
made at approximately 110, 90, 70, 50, 30, and 10 atmospheres. Good 
reproducibility of measuremen~s is,9btained.througho':1t th~ work. For 
each experimental dat1.,1m point, the following variables are.· recorded; 
(1) G-2 Muellar Bridge.readings.(temperature measurement) 
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(2) barometer reading (usually made o~ly at the.st;:art and end of 
ea.ch run) 
(3) pressure measurement 
(4) detector response. 
Also, the sample pressure and.detector carrier gas back pressure ar(;! 
monitored throughout a run-to assure.their constancy; When two rup.s 
are completed at .the same temperature, the equilibrium cell is changed 
to .a new temperat1.,1re, temperature contr<i>l is _re-established, an(i the 
above exp.erimental procedure is repeateq.. 
Calibratio~ of the Ultrasonic,Detector. 
The uJ,.traeionic detector was .. calibrated over the entire range. of 
compositio~ to be measured for .each of the binary systems studied in 
this work. The detect;or was calibrated .with mixtures of known compo~ 
sition that were prepared in this laboratory using a vol~metric tech-
nique. A discussion of the eq1,1ipment u1;1ed to. prepare the known mixtures 
and the results of the ca:).ibratio~ for .each system are presented in. 
Appendix,D. The results show that the detect;or response versua compo-
sition is relatively line.ar below trace component mole fractions of 
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0.002, However, above this value of the trac~ component mole fraction, 
curvature begins to appear in the response versus composition curves, 
and an S-shaped curve results if the range of composition is extended. 
to tr.ace component mole frac;tions as high as O, 04 to O, 07, 
CHAPTER, VI 
PRESENTATION AND, ANALYSIS OF THE 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
The first part of .this chapter consists of the presentation of ·ex-; 
perimental data, including preliminary measurem~nts that were made. to 
test the reliability of the equipment and solid-vapor equilibrium 
measurem~nts on the helium-krypton and helium-xenon systems. The second 
part of the chapter cqnsists of the analysis,of the experim~ntal data, 
including a discussion of· the numerical, techniques used and. the .results 
of the analysis. 
Preliminary Measurem~nts. 
Two separate e:x;perimental tests were used to verify .the servic-
ability of the experimental equipment after .it wae; constru~ted.. In 
order to assure that .the platinum resistance thermometer ,was funct:i,.on-
ing properly after .it was installed in. its c~ll port, vapor pressure 
measurements were ml:!,de on pur~ argon.. The details and. results of thes.e 
f, 
measurements are presented·in Appendix.E. Th~ argon.vapor pressure 
measurements made in the ,pres~nt study are in good agreement (nominal· 
scatter of± 0.25 psia) witQ the experimental.data.of Clark, et al, (8) 
which indicates a .nominal temperature agreem•ht in the two sources of·. 
data.to within± 0.03° K. These measurements coupled .with the measure-
ment o:I; the triple point of wat~r served. to establish the reliability 
of the p la timµn res.is tance thern;i.ome ter. 
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The second test was designed. to examine the overall reliability of 
the equipment; i.e., to assure that equilibrium was being established 
in the vapor effluent stream, that no temperature gradients or cold 
spots existed in the cell, etc. To accomplish this goal, liquid-vapor 
equilibrium measurements were made on the helium-argon system. Data 
were taken at several different pressures at each of two te~peratures, 
91.98° Kand 108.02° K. Only the vapor phase was analyzed and the. 
measureme.nts were compared .with those of Mullins and Ziegler (43) and 
Hiza (20). The measurements and the results of the comparison are pre-
sented in Appendix F. The data taken in the present study are in good 
agreement with the data of the other investigators (nominal scatter.in 
the argon enhancement factors of ±1%), providing additional evidence 
that the equipment an4 procedure are reliable. 
Presentation of the Experimental Data 
After. the preliminary measurements were completed, experimental · 
solid-vapor equilibrium measurements were made on the helium-krypton 
and helium-xenon binaries. For the helium-krypton system, data were 
taken at six different isotherms, namely, 90, 95, 100, 105, 110, and 
115° K. For the helium-xenon system data were taken at four different 
isotherms, namely, 120, 130, 140, and 155° K. Examples .of typical ex-
perimental runs are presented in Appendix.G. 
The experimental equilibrium data.are presented in Taole II and 
III and in Figures 7 and .8. In Tables II and III, the experimental 
krypton and xenon compositions.are tabulated as functions of temperature 
and pressure. The enhancement fa~tors, cl>i = Py i/Pi, are also tabulated .. 
Since the enhancement factor is a function of the vapor pressure of the. 
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TABLE II 
EXPERIMENTAL SOLID-VAPOR EQUILIBRIUM DATA FOR THE HELIUM-KRYPTON SYSTEM 
Tempera- Mole Krypton. Krypton. Krypton Krypton Pressure Vapor Vapor 
tur~ atm Fraction Pressure* Enhancement Pressure** Enhancement OK Krypton atm.· Factor* atm Factor** ' 
90.00 119. 15 0.000354 0.02653 1.590 0.02668 1. 581 
117. 99 0.000357 1.588 1.579 
109. ~5 0.000373 1.537 1.529 
98.53 0.000397 1.474 1.466 
98.53 0.000399 1.482 1.473 
90. 43 · 0.000423 1.442 1. 434 
89.82 0.000421 1.425 1. 417 
77 .03 0.000480 1. 394 1. 386 
77 .03 0.000480 1. 394 1.386 
70.16 0.000510 1.349 1.341 
56,49 0.000607 1.293 1. 285 
50.33 0.000663 1. 258 1. 25.1 
39.63 0.000803 1.200 1.193 
39.58 0.000805 1. 201 1.194 
34.12 0.000920 1.183 1.178 
30.16 0.-001013 1.152 1.145 
20.52 0.001430 1.106 1.100 
20.27 0.001440 1.100 1.094 
fo. 08 . 0.002790 1.060 1.054 
9.76 0.002875 1.058 1.052 
95.00 112. 75 0.000769 0.05811 1.492 0.05844 1.484 
111. 39 0.000769 1.474 1.466 
99. 55 · 0.000843 1.444 1. 436 
90.30 0.000'898 1. 395 1.388 
80.16 0.000985 1.359 1.351 
70~02 0.001078 1.299 1. 29'2 
60;05 0.001225 1. 266 1.259 
50.03 0.001412 1. 216 1.209 
40. 02 · o. 001712 1.179 1.172 
30.08 0.00224 1.160 1.153 
20.09 0.00318 1.099 1.093 
10. 27 0.00598 1.057 1.051 
9.93 0.00621 1.061 1.055 
100. 00 117. 79 0.001450 0.1175 1.454 0.1181 1.446 
115.07 0.001453 1. 423. 1.415 
109.21 0.001510 1.404 1. 396 
100.30 0.001603 1.368 1. 361 
99.62 0.001640 1.390 1.383 
89.89 0.00175 1.339 1.332 
80.23 0.00193 1.318 1. 311 
80.09 0.00189 1. 288 1. 281 
70.50 0.00215 1. 290 1. 283 
60.29 0.00244 1.252 1.245 
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TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
Tempera ... Male Krypton. Krypton Krypton Krypton 
ture Pressure Fraction Vapor Enhancement Vap0r Enhanc~ment atm Pressure* Pressure** OK Krypton .. atm Factor* atm Factor** 
100. 00 58.97 0.00248 0.1175 1. 245 0.1181 1.238 
58.94 0.00248 1.244 1.237 
49.82 0.00287 1. 217 1.210 
39.89 0.00343 1.164 1.158 
39.70 0.00343 1.159 1.153 
30.01 0.004415 1 .. 128 1.122 
20.49 0.00619 1.079 1.074 
20.23 0,00632 1.088 1.082 
9.91 0.01235 1.042 1.036 
9.66 0.01270 1.044 1.039 
9.31 0.01310 1.039 1.033 
105.00 116. 56 0.00265 0.2217 1.393 0.2230 1.385 
110.10 0.00279 1.386 1. 378 
99.96 0.00302 1. 362 1. 354 
90.16 0.00322 1. 310 1. 302 
80.36 0.00355 1. 287 1.279 
70.02 0.00398 1. 257 1.250 
60.17 0.00449 1. 219 1. 213 
50.32 0.00524 1.189 1.182 
40.11 0.00640 1.158 1.151 
30.01 0.00818 1.107 1.101 
20.17 0.01190 1.083 1.076 
10.00 0.02345 1.058 1.052 
9.86 0.02380 1.059 1.052 
110. 00 119. 42 0.00453 0.3947 1. 37.1 0.3970 1. 363 
111.12 0.00483 1.360 1.352 
100.30 0.00533 1. 354 1. 347 
90.16 0.00566 1.293 1.285 
79.68 0.00632 1.276 1.269 
70.09 0.00690 1.225 1. 218 
60.53 · 0.00783 1.201 1.194 
49.41 0.00932 1.167 1.160 
40.04 0.01135 1.151 1.145 
30.18 0.01455 1.113 1.105 
19.56 0.0219 1.085 1.079 
10.17 0.0410 1.056 1.050 
9.86 0.0422 1.054 1.048 
115. 00 119. 22 0. 00727 0.6682 1. 297 0.6721 1.290 
110.17 · 0.00785 1.294 1.287 
100.03 0.00839 1. 256 1.249 
90.64 0.00915 1. 241 1.234 
90.57 0.00916 1.242 1. 234 
80.50 0.01010 1. 217 1. 210 
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TABLE II (CONTINUEDj 
Tempera- Mole KryptQn Krypton Krypton Krypton 
ture Pressure Fraction Vapor Enhancement Vapor. Enhancemen 
Pressure* Pressure** OK atm 




























*Vapor pressures of Ziegler, et al (61) 
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EXPERIMENTAL soqD-VAPOR EQUILIBRIUM DATA FOR THE HELIUM-XENON SYSTEM 
Tempera- Mole Xenon .. Xenon Xenen Xenon 
Pressure Vapor Vapor ture- at~ Fraction Pressure* Enhancemen~ P.ressure** Enhanc.ement 
°K Xenon atm Factor* at;m Factor** 
120.00 118. 49 0.000174 0.01485 1.388 0.01495 1. 379 
118. 49 0.000174 1.388 1. 379· 
114. 63 0.000173. 1.332 1.323 
105.17 0.000187 1.321 1. 312 
95. 0.8 0 .• ,000204 1.303 1.295 
95,08 0.000204 1. 303 1.295 
90.20 0.000210 1.273 1.264 
80;06 0.000233 1.254 1.245 
70.03 0.000257 1.212 1.204 
65.06 0.000277 1.211 1.204 
65.04 0.000277 1.211 1. 203 
60.11 0.000293 1.188 1.180 
49.67 0.000347 1.161 1.153 
49.57 0.000347 1.160 1.152 
45.07 0.000380 1.153 1.146 
39.99 0.000422 1.136 1.129 
29.87 , 0.000546 1.098 1.091 
24.96 0.000649 1.091 1.084 
24.96 0.000650 1.092 1.085 
19.91 0.000796 1.067 1.060 
9.98 0.001535 1.032 1.025 
9.95~ 0.001540 1.032 1.025 
9.85 0.001553 1.030 1.023 
130.00 119. 86 0.000516 0.04951 1.249 0.04964 1.246 
109.57 · 0.00554 1.226 1.223 
104.08 0.000575 1.209 1.206 
100.19 0.000606 1.226 1.223 
90.32 0.000649 1.184 1.181 
90.32 0.000648 1.182 1.179 
84.99 0.0{)0688 1.181 1.178 
80.19 O.Op0723 1.171 1.168 
70.35 0.000805 1.144 1.141 
65.26 0.000864 1.139 1.136 
60. 24 · 0.000937 1.140 1.137 
50.20 0.001093 1.108 1.105 
45.18 0. 001197 1.092 1.090 
39.94 0.001360 1.097 1.094 
30.19 · 0.001757 1.071 1.069 
30.14 0.001760 1.071 1.069 
24.98 0.002095 1.057 1.054 
20.21 0.00258 1.053 1.051 
11.18 0.00457 1.032 1. 029 
10.01 0.00510 f. 1.031 1.029 
. .l( 
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Xenon Pressure Vapor . Vapor ture atm Fraction Pressure* .Enhancement Pressure** Enhancement OK. Xenon Factor* Factor** atm atm 
130.00 9.93 0.00517 0.04951 1.037 0.04964 1. 034. 
140.00 118. 38 0.001345 0.1383 1.151 0.1382 1.152 
118. 38 0.00134~ 1.151 1.152 
110. 93 0.001412 1.133 1.133 
108. 97 0.001435. 1.131 1.131 
108. 90 0.001432. 1.128 1.128 
100.10 0.001555 1.126 1.126 
90. 39 0.001695 1.108 1.108 
90.32 0.001697 1.108 1.108 
80.24 0.001905 1.105 1.106 
76.58 0.001970 1.091 1.091 
70.01 · 0.002152 1.089 1.090 
70.01 0.002158 1.092 1.093 
64.87 0.002335 1.095 1.096 
60.11 0.00251 1.091 1.092 
49.83 0.00300 1.081 1.082 
49.69 0.00299 1.074 1.075 
39.34 0.00372 1.058 1.059 
30.06 0.004825 1.049 1.049 
29.95 0.00487 1.055 1.055 
19. 91 0.00720 1.037 1.037 
10.15 0.01400 1.028 1.028 
9.91 0.01417 1.015 1.016 
155.00 121.01 0.00461 0.5015 1.112 0.4990 1.118 
120.94 0.004625 1.115 1.121 
120.62 0.004625 1.124 1.130 
120.41 0.00463 1.112 1.117 
114.41 0.00487 1.111 1.117 
110.05 0.00500 1.097 1.103 
109. 65 0.00504 1.102 1.108 
100.18 0.00550 1.099 1.104 
100.18 0.00549 1.097 1.102 
100.07 0.00553 1.104 1.109 
95.42 0.00569 1.083 1.088 
'90.19 0.00600 1.079 1.085 
90.18 0.00600 1.079 1.084 
90.05 0.00600 1.077 1.083 
90.04 0.00601 1.079 1.085 
80.13 ·. 0.00676 1.080 1.086 
80.11 0.00675 1.078 1.084 
sb.11 · 0.00675 1.078 1.084 
75.45 0.00717 ·.· 1.079 1.084 
70.15 0.00759 1.062 1.067 
65.99 0.00806 1.061 1.066 
60.14 0.008875 1.064 1.070 
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TABLE III (CONTINUED) 
Tempera- Mole Xenon Xenon Xenon Xenon 
ture Pressure Fractiqn Vapor Enhancement Vapor. Enhanc~ment 
OK atm. Xerion Pressure* Factor* Pressure** Factor** 
atm atm 
155.00 660.06 0.008875 0.5015 1.063 0.4990 1.068 
55.40 0.00962 1.063 1.068 
50.18 0.01050 1.051 1.056 
45.14 0.01165 1.049 1.054 
39.68 0.01320 1.044 1.050 
34.89 0.01513 1.053 1.058 
34.89 0.01510 1.051 1.056 
34.78 0.01510 1.047 1.053 
30.19 0.01722 1.037 1.042 
24.93 0.0209 1.039 1.044 
24.81 0.0210 1.039 1.044 
20.60 0.02515 1.033 1.038 
20.31 · 0.0254 1.029 1.034 
14.46 0.03525 1.016 1.022 
14.21 0.0357 · 1.012 1.017 
12.18 0.0414 1.006 1.011 
11. 49_. ,,.Q .• g,440 1.088 1.013 
11.28 0.0449 1.010 1.015 
*Vapor.pressures of Ziegler, et al (62) 
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solid component (component "2"), accurate vapor pressures are required 
for accurate enhancement factors. 
The effect of vapor pressure on the enhancement fac~or, and thus 
the interaction virial coefficients, is discussed in detail later .. 
Here, two values of the solid component vapor pressure are used in. 
Tables II and III to obtain enhancement factors. In one case, vapor, 
pressures for both.krypton and xenon were taken from the work of Zieg-
ler, et al.(61, 62). In Ziegler's work, the vapor pressures were cal-, 
culated from heats of vaporization and other properties using a therm0-
dynamically rigorous technique. In the other case, the experimental 
solid-vapor equilibrium data were used to determine the "best va],.ue" of 
the vapor pressure, i.e., the value of the vapor pressure that gave the 
best fit of the experimental data to Equation (12). 
The experimental data for the helium-krypton system are presented 
in Table II and the helium-xenon data are presented in Table III. The 
results in these tables show that all the vapor pressures obtained from. 
the best fit of the experimental data to Equation (12) agree with the 
values of Ziegler, et al, to within less than one per cent. 
The experimental.measurements are also presented in Figures 7 and 
8 where the composition of the trace component (krypton or xenon) in 
the vapor.phase is plotted as a function of pressure for lines of con-
stant temperature. The results for the helium-krypton binary are shown 
in Figure 7 and.are compared with similar measurements made co-currently 
with thi.s work by Hiza, et al (28). Likewise, the results for. the 
helium-xenon system are presented in Figure 8 and are compared to the 
older measurements of Ewald (13) at 155° K. Within experimental errors, 
the data of Hiza, et al, show excellent agreement with tlle data taken 
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in this work, although ther~ appears to be more scatter in the .Hiza 
data. The Ewald data agree relatively well with the .data of this work 
at pressures below 40 atmospheres, whereas the xenon mole fractions 
measured ,by Ewald at pressures above 40 atmc;>spheres are significantly . 
higher than those measured in the present study. However, Ewald's. 
composition data exhibit a l~rger scatter .than.the data o~ thi~ work. 
Krypton enhancement.factc;>rs for the six.isotherms of experimental 
measurements on the helium-krypton system.are presented in Figures 9 and 
10 and xenon enhancement factor~ for .the four i~otherms of ex~erimental· 
measurements on the helium-xenon system are presented in Figure 11. In 
each of. these figures, vapor .pressures deter~ined from the lea.st squares 
fit of the experimental .data to Equation (12) were used to determine the. 
enhancement factors. The smoothed enhancement factors obtained from the 
above~mentioned fit of the data to Equation (12) are also presented.in· 
these figures. 
In Figure 10, krypton enhancement factors obtained at 105 and 
115° K by the aboye method are compared with enhancement factor~ obtain-
ed by using the vapor pressures of Ziegler, et .al (61). In n~ither 
case do the two sets of enhancement factor data differ by more than one 
per cent. 
Krypton enhanc.ement factor~ determined at 105 and 115° K from. the 
experimental solid-vapor equilibrium measurements of Hiza, et al,. (28) 
using Ziegler's vapor pressures are also presented in Figure ·10. Xenon 
enhancement factors at 155 °K.obtained from the solid-vapor equilibrium 
measurements of the present study and Ewald (13) using the vapor pres-
sures from Zi.egler, et al, (62) are presented .in Figure 12. Although 
enhancement factor~ provide a more sensitive means of comparing solid-
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vapor equilibrium data, the results of the comparisqn of the data of 
this work with the data .of other investigators have been reported pre-
viously in the discussion of Figures 7 and 8. 
Data Reduction 
Two different methods for reducing the experimental solid-vapor. 
equilibrium data wer~ employed. In the first method, the experimental 
data were fit to Equation (12) using both linear and, non-:-linear regres-
sion techniques. In th,e second method, the experimental ·data were ana-
lyzed using the graphical procedure .of Chiu and Canfield (7). 
In order to deter~ine the interaction virial coefficients B12 and 
c112 from the experimental soliq-vapor equilibrium data using Equation 
(1'2), a knowledge of the following' information is necessary: 
(1) the pure component virial coefficients, B11 , B22 , c111 , and 
C222; 
(2) the solid molar volume of component "2", V2g; 
(3) the vapor pressure of solid component "2", P~; 
(4) a value of the interaction virial coefficient, c122• 
A complete survey of the data used in this work is presented in Appen-
dix H. 
Before the experimental solid-vapor equilibrium data were fit to 
Equation (12), the equation is rearranged to a more convenient form. 
= 
Equation (34) may be written in the form 
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Y • -,3x - cx2 (35) 
where 
C 3C 112 /2 
A least squares regression technique can now be applied to Equa-
tion (35) to obtain the constants Band C from the experimental data. 
When applying this technique, the criterion for the.best fit is that the 
sum of the squares of the deviations between the experimental.and calcu-
lated values of Y are a minimum, i.e., 
= minimum (36) 
where each experimental point is weighted by the error associated with 
Y, Ey. The complete error analysis needed to determine the appropriate 
values of Ey is presented in Appendix I. 
If the sum of squares is to be a minimum, the~ the following rela-
tions must apply. 
a [ l (Y - y 1 )1 Ey2 J oB · exp ca c 
a 
ac [ l (Y - y 'f/E:2 J exp calc Y 
0 (37a) 
= 0 (37b) 
These two simultaneous relations may now be used to solve for Band C 
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which are given,by 
E(X3/E 2)E(X2Y/E 2) - L (XI+ /E~)E (XY/E~) 
B 
. y y 
= ,,._ ....... · 
r(x4/E 2)E(X2/E2) - E(il/E2)E(X3/E2) y y y y 
(38) 
c 
I: (X3 /E~)E (_XY/E~) - E(X4/E~)E(X2Y/Ei) 
= 
I:(X4/E 2)r(X2/E 2) - I: (x3 /E~) I: (x3 /E~) y y 
(39) 
The subscripts have been left of~ the.X's, Y's, Ey 1 s and summation signs 
for brevity, but the ·summation sign implies summation over all dat.a 
points. used in the fit,. 
All _the information necessary to calculate Y and X are directly 
available except Zm and Vm. These quantities must be evaluated from 
the virial equation to be consistent with tqe derivation of Equation 
(12). In order to .determine mixture PVT properties from the.virial 
equatiqn, the ·mixture virial coefficients, .Bm and Cm, must be known for 




However, B12 and C112 are the coefficients tq be determined by the 
above regression procedure. Thus, the problem is, in reality, a non-
linear one. Fortun~tely, because the value of Vm (or Zm) is relatively 
insensitive to the values of B12 and.c 112 , the problem can be linear-
ized. · 
A simple iter~tive procedu:i:;:e can be used to solve Equation (35). 
For the first iteration, values of B12 and c 112 must be assumed in.order 
to c~lculate Bm and Cm and tht,1s, Zm and Vm' Using these assumed values 
of B12 and c112 , new values of B12 and c112 are calculated ftom Equa-
tions (38) and (39) and compared with the assumed values. If the as-
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sumed and calculated values of B12 and. c112 do not agree, then the cal~ 
culated .values are used as the new assumed.values and the procedure is 
repeated. This iterative process .is continued until the assumed and 
calculated values of B12 agree within ±0.0001 cc/g-mole and the assumed_ 
and calculated values of C11 2 agree within ±1.0 (cc/g-mole)~ In all 
cases, only 3-5 iterations were required for convergence in determin-
ing the values of B12 and C112, a good indication of the insensitivity 
of Vm (or Zm) to the values of B12 and C112· 
The above analysis requires a source of ac~urate vapor pressure 
data, because, as will be shown later, the interaction virial coeffi-
cients, B12 and c112 , are more sensitive to vapor pressure than the 
other input .data. In order to avoid determining which vapor pressure 
data are the best, a non-linear least squares regression procedure was 
employed to obtain.both the vapor pressure and the interaction virials 
(B 12 and C 112 ) from Equation (12) using the experimental solid-vapor 
equilibrium data. 
In the non-linear regression procedure, a two parameter relation 
is assumed to approximate the vapor pressure curve over the temperature 
range of interest. A typical form of a vapor pressure curve.is giyen 
by 
log pO 
Equation (42) can be modified to 
log po - log po 
tp 
A - B/T 







P tp = vapor pressure at thE! triple point 
Ttp = temperat4re of the triple point 
Equation (42) or (43) can be further modified to an approx~mate form of 
the vapor pressure curve presented by Ziegler, et al (61,62) by adding 
a deviation function to Eq4ation (43) 
log pO = 1 1 log P0 + S(- - ~-)+Deviation 
tp T Ttp 
(44) 
The deviation function in Equation (4.4) is ob.tained from tl:ie following 
procedure: 
(1) the vapor pressure data. of Ziegler over the temperature range 
of interest are fit to Equation (42) by using the endpoints 
to determine the const~nts A and B 
(2) the non-linearity associated with the fit, i.e., the dif{er-
ence between the experimental and calculated vapor pressures, 
is set.equal to tqe deviation function (for the two endpoint 
temperatures, the deviation function is zero). 
This procedure, in effect, allows for th~ non~linearity in the log 
(vapor pressure)-reciprocaltemperature relationship, establishing this 
non-linearity from the vapor pressure work of Ziegler, et al. 
Equation (44) is the two parameter relation which is used in this 
work to approximate the vapor pressure curve. The two unknowns are.the 
endpoint pressure (triple point pressure in this work) and the constant 
S, The experimental solid-vapor equilibrium data are used to determine 
the best values of these two parameters in addition to the .ititeraction 
virials (B12 and C112), This technique was used to determine the vapor 
pressures rather than regressing a value at each temperatu~e in order 
to decrease the total number of parameters to be determined from the 
experimental data. 
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The major difference between .the non-linear and linear regression 
methods is tha~, in the non-linear regression procedure, the parameters 
of the vapor pressure curve and the interaction virials are determined 
from the minimum overall sum of squares; i.e., the minimum total of the 
sums of squares of.the in~ividual linear regression problems at each 
temperature, When known vapor pressure data are used_ (linear problem), 
the minimum sum of squares at each temperature determines the fit inde-
pendent of the results for the other isotherms. 
The non-linear regression problem was solved.by a pattern search 
technique. The parameters of the vapor pressure curve were assumed and 
the interaction virial coefficients (B 12 and c112 ) were regressed at 
each temperature using the previously mentioned linear method. Another 
set of vapor pressure parameters were assumed and the above procedure 
repeated. In this manner, a pattern search was conducted until the· 
overall sum of squares was a minimum, An example of this kind of search 
is presented in Table IV for the helium-xenon system. 
The krypton.and xenon vapor pressures which were determined by the· 
above.non-linear regression technique have been presented in Appendix 
H (Table )QCV) where they were compared with the experimental data of 
Ziegler, et al (61, 62) and Leming and Pollack (32). A graphical com-
parison is given in Figure 13 where the vapor pressures calculated from 
the non-linear regression of the solid-vapor equilibrium data are com-
pared to the experimental vapor pressures. 
The experimental krypton vapor pressures of Ziegler, et al (61) 
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TABLE IV 
EXAMPLE OF THE PATTERN SEARCH TECHNIQUE USED TO SOLVE EQUATION (35) 
>1 Sum of Squares Dimensionless ' ,·: s \~/ 
Va- -869.50 -809. 40 -809.30 -809.20 -809. 10 -809.00 -808. 90 
porPres 
suremmHg .. 
2.0247 2.0244 2.0252 2.0268 
379.75 x 
--
10-4 x 10-4 x 10-4 x 10-4 
2. 02345 2.02342* 2.02420 
379.50 x 10-4 x 10-4 x 10-4 
379.25 
2.0236 2.0237 2.0246 
x 10-4 x 10-4 x 10-4 
379.00 2.0250 
2.0251 
x 10-4 x 10-4 
*This value represents the minimum overall sum of squares. 
TEMPERATURE, °K 
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Figure 13. Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Vapor Pressures 
of Solid Krypton and Xenon 
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are all 0.5 to 0.6% lower than the values calculated in this work where-
as the d~ta of Leming and Pollack (32) are only 0.2 to 0.4% lower than 
the calculated values with the exception of the value at 90° K. The 
experimental xenon vapor pressures of Ziegler, et .al (62) cut diagonally 
across the values calculated in this study, i.e., the values of Ziegler 
range from 0.6% below the calculated values at 120° K to 0.6% above the 
calculated.values at 155° K. The experimental dat,a of Leming and Pol-
lack (32) are 0.6 to 0.9% above the calculated values except at 120° K 
where the data point is 1.7% above the calculated value. 
The least squares regression program used in.this work is presented 
in Appendix J, Typical examples of the least squares regression of the 
experimental solid-vapor equilibrium data to Equation (35) are presented 
in Figures 14 and 15. The error bands associated with each experimental 
point are included to demonstrate the ability of Equation (35) to fit. 
the experimental data within its estimated experimental uncertainty. 
With few exceptions, the smoothed curves pass through the error bands 
on the data points. 
The smoothed enhancement factor .data for the helium-krypton and 
helium-xenon systems, determined from the.least squares fit of the ex-
perimnetal data to Equation (12), are presented in Figures 16 and 17. 
Temperature cross-plots of the smoothed enhancement factor data of both 
the helium-krypton and helium-xenon systems appear in Figures 18 and 19. 
Smoothed curves were drawn through the cross-plotted data by inspection. 
Careful examination of these figures ind:i,cates that, although some sys-
tematic deviations are apparent among the isotherms, the .deviations are 
within the experimental uncertainty of the data with the exception of 


















































TEMPERATURE = 100°K 
? EXPERIMENTAL DATA WITH 
ASSOCIATED ERROR BANDS 
-LEAST SQUARES FffOF DATA 
TO EQUATION ( 35) 
-0.281'------.......L------.....L...--------------------......... --------------~ 
0 0.0020 0.0040 . 0.0060 0.0080 0.0100 0.0120 0.0140 
X = y1 I Vm , gmole/cc 
Figure 14. Example of the Least .. Squares Regression of the Experi.,. 







































TEMPERATURE = 140°K 
9 EXPERIMENTAL DATA WITH 
ASSOCIATED ERROR BANDS 
-LEAST SQUARES FITOFDATA 
TO EQUATION ( 35) 
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. '~~· .. 
-Oi4001-.. __ _.__o_"""0 ..... 0~04~0--,,0-,,0~0:--=6-=-o--=o-=o-=o-=-8o=----=a,~,...IO:-:::O~-Q=-=-o~12:-=0--0:::-.0~l40 <.·. 0.002 • • • 'J.J • 
X = y1 I Vm, gmole/cc 
Figure 15. Example of the Least Squares Regression of the Experi-
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Figure 16. Smoothed Enhancement Factors for the Helium-Krypton 



































Figure 17. Smoothed Enhancement Factors for the Helium-Xenon 
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Figure 18. Temperature Cross-Plot of the .Smoothed Enhancement Fac-
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Figure 19. Temperature Cross-Plot of the Smoothed Enhancement 
Factor Data for the Heliu~-Xenon System 
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Another method of anE!,lydng solid-vapor equilibrium data is the 
graphical procedure of Chiu and Canfield (7). Equati9n (15) was used 
to calculate values of the ERT function from the. experimental dat~. 
These ERT values were plotted as a function of pressure [see Equation 
(16)] and extrapolated to the vapor pressure to obtain the value of 
(B11 - 2B12). Chiu and Canfield suggested using an optimum extrapola-;-
tion pressure, Poe, where the .value of J E~ J is a minimum. However, 
the value of P0 e and th~ vapor pressure are both quite small for solid-
vapor equilibrium data.and thus, in this work, the vapor pressure was 
used as the extrapolation pressure. The erro~ associated.with .each 
value of ERT was also calculated using an error analysis similar to the 
one presented in Appendix I, 
Two typical examples of the application of Chiu and Canfield's 
graphical technique to the solid-vapor equilibrium data of the helium-
krypton system are presented in Figures 20 and 21. The smooth curves 
are placed through the data by inspection. The main difficulty in using 
this method·is immediately obvious, i.e., the large errors associated 
with the data at lower pressures. The errors associated with the values 
of ERT also increase with increasing temperature. Thus, extrapolating 
the ERT versus pressure curve by inspection to obtain the second inter-
action coefficient can.lead.to an undesirable degree of uncertainty. 
Because of.the high uncertainty associated with the values of ERT at. 
low pressures, values of B12 determined.from the Chiu and Canfield 

























EXTRAPOLATED VALUE OF. ERT m 3.0 cc/gmole 
VALUE OF 8 12 = 426 cc/gmole 
TEMPERATURE = I00°K 
20 40 60 80 100 
PRESSURE• ATM 
120 140 
Figure 20. Example of the Application of the Chiu and Canfield Tech-























































EXTRAPOLATED VALUE OF.ERT 1:11-3.6 cc/omole 
VALUE OF B,2 • 7.73 cc/omole 
TEMPERATURE = 115°K 
20 40 60 80 100 
PRESSURE, ATM 
120 
Figure 21. Example of the Application of the Chiu and Canfield 





DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
A discussion of the results of the analysis of the experimental 
measurements made in this study is presented in this chapter. The in~ 
teraction virial coefficients determined from the procedures discussed 
in the. previous chapter ,are presented .and discussed. The B12 values 
obtained in the present study are cqmpared with the data of other in-
vestigators and the results are analy;;:ed. Finally, a discussion is 
presented on.the testing of various combining rules for determining 
interaction potential parameters using all.available B12 data on the 
systems studied in this work. 
Interaction Virial Coefficients 
The second interaction virial coefficients (B12's) determined by 
the procedures discussed in the previous chapter are presented in Table 
V. Interaction virials for both the helium-krypton and helium-xenon 
systems are tabulated. For every case in which a least squares regres-
sion technique was used.to determine the interaction virial coefficient, 
B12, the standard.deviation is also presented. 
For the helium-krypto~ system, the second interaction virial coef-
ficients determined by each of the various methods of.data reduction 
agreed with one another within 1.0 cc/g-mole, including the.B12 values 
obtained by the graphical procedure of Chiu.and Canfield (although 
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TABLE V 

































































(1) Determined simultaneously with the vapor pressure by a nonlinear 
regression technique from Equation (35) 
(2) Determined by a linear regression technique from Equation (35) 
using the vapor pressure data of Ziegler, et al (61, 62) 
(3) Determined by a linear regression technique from Equation (35) 
using the vapor pressure data of Leming and Pollack (32) 
(4) Determined by the graphical procedure of Chiu and Canfield (7) 
using the vapor pressure data.of Ziegler, et al (61) 
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these values required some artistry), However, for the helium-xenon 
system, the B12 's calculated using Leming and Pollack's vapor pressure 
data disagreed with the B12 's obtained from the other regression methods 
by significantly more than 1.0 cc/g-mole, especially at the lower tem-
peratures. 
Although the principle objective of analyzing the solid-vapor equi-
librium measurements was to determine accurate second interaction virial 
coefficient data, third int~raction virial coefficients (C 112 ) were 
also determined from the experimental data using Equation (35). The 
values of c112 determined by the various regression techniques of data 
reduction are presented in Table VI. As can be seen in this table, the 
c112 's exhibit a significant amount of scatter and have a large uncer-
tainty associated with them. Although the values. of C 112 should de-
crease slightly with increasing temperature in the reduced temperature 
ranges studied in this work, the excessive scatter and large standard 
deviations of the c112 data precluded any conclusions as to the trend 
of the c112 data of the present study. 
At this point, the effect of the various quantities in Equation 
(12) on the regressed values of the second interaction virial coeffi-
cient should be discussed. Calculations of these effects are detailed 
in Appendix K. The results show that th~ only variable having a large 
effect on the B12 values is the vapor pressure of the condern~ed compon-
ent. Upon careful examination of Table XXV (or Figure 13) and Table V, 
a 0.5 to 0.6% change in vapor pressure produces a change in the value 
of B12 of approximately 1.0 cc/g-mole for either the helium-krypton or 
helium~xenon systems. 
Because of the sensitivity of the value of B12 to the vapor pres-
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TABLE VI 
















C112(1) C112 (2) 
(cc/g-mole) 2 (cc/g-mole) 2 
573 (±57) 646(±58) 
572(±113) 654(±129) 
611 (±106) 689 (±97) 
517(±106) 610(±118) 







516 (±115) 649 (±109) 

















(1) Determined simultaneously with tqe vapor pressure by: a no1J,-
linear .. regression technique from Equa't.i,.on (35) 
(2) Determined by a linear regression technique.from.Equation (35) 
using the vapor pressure dat~ of Ziegler, et al (61, 62) 
(3) Determined by a linear regression technique fl;'om Equation (35) 
using the vapor pressure data.of Leming and Pollack (32) 
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sure of the condensed component, the ·previously mentioned non~linear 
regression technique was used to simultaneously determine the condensed 
component vapor pressure as well as the interaction virial coefficients, 
B12 and c112 . This technique eliminated the necessity of choosing be-
tween the various sets of experimental vapor pressure data. The values 
of B1 2 obtained by the non-linear technique are the _values that are used 
in all further discussion; i.e., comparison of the experimental B12 1 s 
with those of other investigators, testing combination rules, etc. 
In Figures 22, 23 and 24, ·the B12 's obtained for the helium-krypton 
system in this work are compared with the data of Brewer (2) and Dil-
lard (11). In Figure 25, the B12 's obtained for the helium-xenon sys-
tem in.this study are.compared with the data of Brewer (2). Also ap-
pearing in these figures are the smoothed B12 curves obtained from the 
fit of the B1 2 data to the Dymond-Alder potential. 
The recently-proposed potential of Dymond and Alder (12) is a tabu-
lar presentation of the reduced potential, U*(R) = U(r)/E, as a function 
of the reduced distance, R = r/cr. The form of the potential was es-
tablished to yield a simultaneous fit to the available gas phase equi-
librium and transport properties of ··argon. Thus, this petential form 
does not suffer as do other simple potentials from inadequacies due to 
restrictions imposed by an.analytical.form. Although the potential was 
developed for argon, Lin and Robinson (35) have recently applied the 
potential to other rare gases within the framework of two-parameter cor-
responding states theory. 
A more.meaningful comparison of the B12 values obtained in this work 
to the B12 data of the other investigators is presented in Figures 26 
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Figure 22. Comparison of the Interaction Second VirialCoefficients 
B12, Obtained in This Work with the Values of Other Investigators 
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figure 23. Comparison of the Interaction Second Virial Coeffi-
cients, B12, Obtained in ThisN:crrk with the Values of Brewer for 

















O THIS WORK 
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Figure 24. Comparisqn of the Interaction Second Virial Coefficients, 
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Figure 25. Comparison of the Interaction Second Vi rial Coefficients, 
B12, Obtained in This :Work .. with :the Values of Brewer for the He-
lium-Xenon System 
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Figure 26. Comparison of Experimental.Interaction Second 
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Figure 27, Comparison of Experimental Interaction Second Virial Coefficients for 




of B12 and the values preaicted by the Dymond-Alder potential ~re 
plotted as a function of temperature (error bands are also included), 
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In Figure 26, using the above technique, the B1 2 values of this 
study for the helium-krypton system are compared simultaneously with 
the data of Brewer (2) and Dillard (11). In the same figure, the data 
of this work are also compared individually to the Brewer data and to 
the Dillard data, When the data.of Brewer and the data of Dillard were 
individually fit with the data of this work to the Dymond-Alder poten-
tial, Figure 26 indicates that.the agreement for both cases was good 
(nominal scatter of ±1 cc/g-mole). However, the results of the simul-
taneous fit .of all the data to the Dymond-Alder potential revealed that 
the data of Brewer and Dillard failed tq agree with ec:1.ch other as well 
as they individually agreed with the data of this work. 
Examination of Figure 27 reveals that the B12 values for the helium-
xenon system of this study and.of Brewer are not in as good of agreement 
as the B12 values of the helium-krypton data. The agreement for the 
helium-xenon system is ±2 cc/g-mol~. The apparent systematic deviation 
from the Dymond-Alder potential exhibited by this system could result 
from the failure of.the potential to adequately fit the data, but this 
is unlikely because of its ability to fit .the data of other rare gas 
systems. Brewer claims a precision in his measurements of the excess 
virial coefficient [Equation (l)] of ±0.1 cc/g-mole, but examination of 
Figures 23 or 26 for the helium-krypton system and Figure 25 or 27 for 
the helium-xenon system indicates that the nominal scatter in his datc:1. 
for either system is significantly larger than ±0.l cc/g-mole. This 
does not imply. that Brewer's data are not of .excellent. quality, but 
merely that some of his data points have a higher uncertainty than 
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±0.1 cc/g-mole. 
An attempt was made to resolve the question of this possible (mar-
ginal) inconsistency of the present.data.and that of Brewer on the .he-' 
lium-xenon system. A method was devised to test the consistency of the 
virial coefficient data on the present systems through the use of recent 
data on gas phase diffusivities in the same systemso The test would 
rest only on the assumption of the applicability of two-parameter cor-
responding states theory. 
The method of superposition of logrithmic plots (39) was used, in-
dependent of any empirical potential model, to determine poten~ial para~ 
meter ratios from the diffusion coefficient data for the helium-krypton 
and helium-xenon systems. The potential parameter ratios from the gas 
diffusion data.were then used to superimpose the virial coefficient 
data for the helium-xenon system on the data for the helium-krypton sys-
tern with the hope that such superposition would reveal whether the 
values of this work or those of Brewer superimposed more readily. In 
this manner, any inconsistency in the virial coefficient data of this 
work or that of Brewer.for the two systems of interest would be reveal-
ed. 
The virial coefficient is classically related to the reduced virial 
coefficient (19) by 
B(T) = (45) 
where 
-N Avogadro's number 
B* = reduced virial coefficient 
T* reduced temperature, T/ (e:/k) 
Taking the logrithem of Equation (45) yields 
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log B(T) = log <i~N) + log cr3 + log B*(T*) (46) 
In order to compare the interaction virial coefficient data of two dif-
ferent systems, the following equations are examined. 
log B12 (T) = 
= 
where 
"12" indicates helium-krypton binary 
"13" indicates helium-xenon binary. 
If the B versus temperatur~ plots are to be superimposed on one 
another, the reduced temperat\lres for both systems must be equal. The 
corresponding shift in the temperatt,1re axis is given by log T13-log T12 • 
= 
= 
Thus, when.the temperature axes are shifted so that the B versus T cur~ 
ves are superimposed on a log-log plot, the ratio of the,temperat\lres, 
T13 /T 12 , corresponds to the ratio of.the potent;ial paral!leters, 
(e/k) 13 /(e/k) 12 • Similarly, when the B axes are shifted so that B ver-
sus T curves are superimposed on a log-log plot, 
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= log B13 - log B12 
and the ratio, B13 /B 12 , gives the ratio of the potential parameters, 
er 3 10 3 
13 12· 
According to the Chapman"':"Enskog theory (6, 19), the gaseous state 
binary diffusion coefficient is given to th~ first approximation by 
= (47) 
where 
D12 • binary diffusion coef(icient (cm2 /sec) 
p ... molar density (g-mole/ cm3) 
k = Boltzmann's constant (erg/°K) 
µ = reduced mass (gm/ g-mole) 
T = temperature (°K) 
cr 12 = distance parameter (i) 
n<1,i)*(T*) reduced collision integral 12 12 
T* = reduced.temperature, T/(E/k) 
If we assume that the ideal gas lc;1w applies, thenp = P/RT. Sub$titu-
ting the ideal gas law into Equation (47) and rearrapging yields 
(48) 
If the curves of 0.0018583(T3 /µ1 2)~/D12P versus temperature for the two 
systems are superimposed on one another on a log-log plot, an analysis 
similar to the one for the virial coefficient data shows that the ratio 
of the shift in the temperature axes, T13 /T 12 , yields the parameter 
ratio, (E/k) 13 /(E/k) 12 , and the ratio of the shift in the diffusion 
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function axes yields the parameter ratio, crf 3/cry 2 • 
When using the superposition of logrithmic plots.technique to de-
termine parameter ratios independent of a potential function from virial 
coefficient or biq.ary _ diffusion coeffic::l,ent .. data, theqry (19) tells us 
that the classical values of the virial and diffusion coefficients 
should be used. To obtain.these classical values from experimental, 
data, quantum _corrections must be subtracted from the experimental dat_a. 
For ex~mple, for virial coefficient da~a, 
where 
Bexp(T) = experimental virial coefficient 
Bc1 (T) = classicial virial coefficient 
= quantum corrections, 
or in ter~s of the reduced virial coefficient, 
where 
A* - = h/[cr(µ~)~] 
Quantum corrections.for the virial coefficient data were approximated 
by corrections to the Dymond-Alder potential as _evaluated by Lin and 
Robinson (35). 
Iman-Rahajoe, et al (27) have demonstrated that the quantum correc-
tions, to the collision integral, ~(1,l)*(T*), are significantly less 
than one percent for reduced.temperatures greater than 5.0 and a value 
of A*= 1. Since the values of A* for the helium~krypton and helium-
xenon systems are 1.07 and:0.94, respectively, and because.the binary 
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diffusion coefficient measurements cover an approximate reduced temper-
ature range of 5 to 36, quantum corrections to the diffusion data were 
negligible and were ignored. 
Binary diffusion coefficients for the systems of interest over a 
wide temperature range have been measured by Hogervorst (24) and.Van 
Heijningen, et .al (59). The estimated uncertainty in these measure-
ments is ±0.5 to ±1%. The virial coefficient data are assumed to have 
an uncertainty of ±1 cc/g-mole. 
The binary diffusion coefficient anq virial coefficient data for 
both the helium-krypton and helium-xenon systems were plotted on log-
log coordinates. The error .bands associated with each data point were 
also plotted for both the diffusion and the virial coefficient data. 
Because the gas diffusion coefficien.t data were rather insensitive to 
the values of the parameter ratios, no unique set of potential parame~ 
ter ratios were obtained from the diffusion data, Thus, several sets 
of potential parameter ratios were obtained from the diffusion data by 
shifting the two.curves to several different valu~s of (e:/k) 13 /(e:/k) 12 
and determining the upper and lower limits of (cr 13 /cr 12 ) 3• The uncer-
tainty in (cr 13 /cr 12 ) 3 at each value of (e:/k) 13 /(e:/k) 12 arises from the 
uncertainty in the experimental data. Using a similar procedure, 
values of potential parameter .ratios are obtained from the virial coef-
ficient data. The potential parameter ratios from both diffusion data 
and virial data are plotted with their associated error in Figure 28. 
Figure 28 indicates only a small. region of overlap for the poten-
tial parameter ratios obtained from the diffusion and virial data. 
This region can be approximated by potential parameter ratios of 
(e:/k)1 3/(e:/k) 12 Q!.1.01 and(cr 13 /cr 12 ) 3 ~L32. The values of the 
( 
1.ao..---...... ---------.-...... ---------..... ----. 
1.70 
1.10 
O POTENTIAL PARAMETER RATIOS PREDICTED FROM THE 
FIT OF THE VIRIAL COEFFICIENT DATA TO THE DYMOND-
ALDER POTENTIAL 
1.000.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 
Figure 28. Comparison of Potential Parameter Ratios Obtained 
from Binary Diffusion Coefficient and Virial Coefficient Data 
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potential parameter ratios predicted from the fit of the virial cqeffi-
cient data tq the Dymond-Alder potential are (e/k) 13 /(e/k) 12 = 1.067 
and (cr 13 /cr 12 ) 3 = 1.418. 
The results of the superposition of the helium-xenon virial coef-
ficient data onto the helium-xenon virial coefficient data for both of 
the above-mentioned sets of potential parameter ratios are shown,in 
Figures 29 and 30. The virial coefficients are plotted with their asso-
ciated error bands. Figure 30 demonstrates that the superposition of 
virial coefficient data was not greatly altered by .the us;e of the potential 
parameter ratios consistent with the binary diffusion coefficient data. 
Thus, within the combined accuracy of the data, the diffusion data re-
vealed no significant inconsistency in the B12 data for the helium-
xenon system. 
The original purpose of the above test was to use a set of poten-
tial parameter ratios obtained from binary diffusion coefficient data 
for the systems of this study to determine whether the virial coeffi-
cient data of this work or that of Brewer could be superimposed more 
readily on one another. In this respect, the test provided no informa-
tion due to the insensitivity of the diffusion data to the choice of 
potential parameter ratios. No attempt was made to determine poten~ial 
parameter ratios independent of empirical potential forms from other 
types of transport properties (thermal conductivity, viscosity, or 
thermal diffusivity) because the superposition of logrithmic plots can 
I 
not be conveniently applied to these data. 
Recently, Buck (4) has developed a technique for d:j.rectly inverting 
molecular crossed beam scattering data without assuming any analytical 
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to high quality crossed beam data such as that of Lee, et al (47) on 
rare gas pairs, a valuable source of interaction intermolecular poten-
tial parameters could result. If successful, the above tecqnique could 
provide a more valuable source of interaction potential parameters than 
do macroscopic properties. 
Test of Combination Rules 
In this section, the various combining rules presented in.Table I 
for predicting the interaction energy parameter, (E/k) 12 , from the pure 
component parameters were tested using all the available experimental 
second interaction virial coefficient on the helium-krypton and helium-
xenon systems. The two rules for predicting 0 12 from the pure component 
parameters by Equations (32) and (33) were also tested. The pure com-
ponent potential parameters were taken from the work of Lin and Robinson 
(35) and the values of I, a, and X were taken from Pitzer (49). 
The results of these tests are given in Tables VII and VIII for the 
helium-krypton and helium-xenon system, respectively. In each table, 
the values of (E/k) 12 regressed from the experimental B12 data are com-
pared to the values calculated from the various combining rules. Also 
presented are the average deviation, maximum deviation, and root mean 
square deviation between the experimental value of B12 and the value of 
B12 calculated from the Dymond-Alder potential using each of the com-
bination rules. 
For the helium-krypton systems, Rules III, VII, and VIII all ap-
peared to give excellent results. Since these three rules were each de-
veloped from different. theoretical considerations and.· since each gave 
similar results, no differentiation between theoretical developments 
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TABLE VII 
TEST OF COMBINING RULES USING VIRIAL COEFFICIENT DATA (B 12 ) FOR THE 
HELIUM-KRYPTON SYSTEM* 
Deviation** in Deviations in B12 
Source of (e:/k) 12 Predicated (e:/k) 12 cc/g-mole (e:/k) 12 OK % . Average Maximum RMSD*** 
Direct 
Regression 30. 83 · -0.01 1.90 0.80 
(k12=0.342) 
Rule I 46.82 51. 86 -7. 49 -22.50 12.29 
Rule II 21.12 -3L49 5.17 10.14 6. 23 · 
Rule III 30.57 -0.84 0 .15 1. 97 0.82 
Rule IV 37. 83 · 22. 71 -4.32 -9.42 5.13 
Rule V 29. 40 -4.63 0.82 2.20 1.26 
Rule VI 29.26 -5.08 0,90 2.23 1. 34 
Rule VII .'.30.43 -1. 31 0.23 2.01 0.85 
Rule VIII 30.70 -0.42 0.07 1.94 0.81 
Source of cr 12 Deviation** in 





(cr 1 +cr 2 )/2 2.999 -5. 72 
(crlcr2)~ 2.963 -6.85 
*Using the value of cr 12 regressed from the experimental data. 
. calc - exp **Deviation= x 100 exp 
***Root mean square deviation 
TABLE VIII 
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Deviations in B12 
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Average Maximum RMSD*** 
-0.03 1. 83 






















*Using the value of 0 12 regressed from .the experimental data 
** calc - exp X 100 Deviation = -
exp 
***Root Mean Square Deviation 
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could be made for this particular system. For the helium-xenon system, 
no rule predicated the B12 data within its experimental ·accuracy, but 
Rules IV and VIII gave the best results. 
Lin and Robinson (35) have tested various combining rules (Rules 
I-VI) on the available second interaction virial coefficient data of all 
ten binaries of the rare gases helium through xenon (excluding data of 
the present study). They found that Rules II and VI (similar theoreti-
cal development) gave the best results for the helium-krypton system 
and that Rule IV gave the best re~ults for the helium-xenon system al-
though (as in this work) the results for the helium-xenon system were 
not as satisfactory as those for the helium-krypton system. 
In conclusion, the testing of the various combining rules for de-
termining values of (i::/k) 12 failed to indicate any rule which gave uni-
formly good results in predicting second interaction virial coefficients 
for .both the systems studied. These results are in agreement with the 
conclusions of Lin and Robinson (35) on the rare gas binaries of helium. 
Likewise, neither the hard-sphere model [Equation (32)] nor the geomet-
ric mean rule [Equation (33)] gave satisfactory results in the predic-
tion of the interaction distan~e parameter, 0 12 • However, the recent 
suggestion of Good and Hope (15) appears worse than the hard sphere 
model. 
The interaction constant of the attractive potential term has been 
well studied within the·limits of the London theory, the Kirkwood-Muller 
theory, etc.; i.e., for symmetrical systems of spherical molecules con-
taining a small number of electrons (49). However, the combining rules 
derived from these considerations.often fail to apply even to systems 
which approximately obey the above assumptions. This indicates that 
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consideration of the attractive potential term only does not provide a 
completely adequate means of develbping mixing rules. A more extensive 
study of the repulsive potential term would seem desirable. 
Finally, the values of k12 determined in this work from Equation 
(30) were compared with the correlation of Hiza and Duncan (22), Equa-
tion (31), and values of k12 obtained by other experimental .methods as 
tabulated in a recent paper by Hiza (21). For the helium-krypton sys-
tem, a value of k 12 of 0.342 was obtained in this work as compared to 
values of k 12 of 0.359, 0.350, and 0.312, which were obtained, respec-
tively, from beam scattering data, diffusion data, and Equation (31). 
For the helium-xenon system a value of k 12 of 0.392 was obtained in this 
study as compared to values of 0.406 and 0.422 which were obtained, 
respectively, from beam scattering data and Equation (31). 
CHAPTER VI~I 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this study, an apparatus was constructed which can be used to 
make both solid-vapor and liquid-vapor equilibrium measurements over a 
temperature range of 90 to 3000 Kand a pressure range of Oto 150 atm. 
The following conclusions were drawn about. the apparatus:. 
(1) the apparatus and procedures employed successfully combined 
precision with a relative ease of operatiqn; 
(2) the use of an.ultrasonic detector to analyze for the trace. 
component in the vapor effluent streall/, from the.equilibrium 
cell is a composition measuring technique that is at least as 
good and probably better than aI).y other te.chnique .. used. in 
studies of this type. 
Concerning the experimental apparatus constructed in this work, the 
following recommendations are offered: 
(l) the vacuum transfer line from the cryostat to.the high vacuum 
syst;em should be shortened. consideqibly in. an, atterµpt to im-. 
prove the vacuµm inside the c:ryostat by an ,qrdet of magnitude 
(fto~ 10-4 torr to .10- 5 torr); 
(2) the ionization vacuum gauge·should be mounted closer tQ the. 
top of the cryostat.in order to obtain a more.reasonable 
measurement of the actual vacuum inside the C+Yostat;. 
'I '1n· 
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(3) a servicable level indicator for the liquid nitrogen storage 
vessel should be developed; 
(4) the number. of differential thermocouples on the cell should 
be-increased so that both temperature gradients on the cell 
an4 the temperature difference between the top of the cell 
and the vapor ef:l;luent lix,.e could be mon:Ltored during experi-
mental operation; 
(5) the problem of plugging of the bottom of the cell and. the .cell 
inlet vapor liqe with solid Cei!ndensate should be. carefully 
studied and a dependal>le me.thod of heating the_ inlet vapor 
line should be developed; 
(6) an attempt should be made to apply the ultrasonic detector to 
composition measuremen~s of binary gas mixtures in which the 
trace component mole fraction is less than 50 PPM; if the 
ultrasonic. detector, can be used in th.is composition range, 
lower temperature solid-vapor equilibrium mea,surements cax,. be 
made (within the temperature control limitc1,tions of.the ap-
paratus); 
(7) a vapor recirculation pump should be added to the apparatus to 
decrease condensed phase losses and to provide better _liquid 
mixing when making liquid-vapor equilibrium measurements; 
(8) a more elabor~te system for metering the amount of the heavier 
component be:i,ng condensed.into the equilibrium cell should be 
developed. 
As another part of this study, solid-vapor equilibrium measurements 
were ma,de on the helium-krypton and hel:Lum-xenon systems. The follow-
ing conclusions were reached about the.experimental data; 
(1) the measurement of the vapor phase composition is the most 
critical factor influencing the precision of solid-vapor 
equilibrium measurements; 
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(2) the composition of the vapor phase was measured with an es-
timated uncertainty of ±1% in the mole fraction of the .trace 
component; similarly, the.enhancement factors (y2P/P~) of the 
solid componertt exhibited a nominal scatter.of ±1%. 
Concerning the experimental.measurements of this type, recommenda-
tions for further studies are as follows: 
(1) the applicability of this apparatus to liquid-vapor equili-
brium mea$uremertts should be tested; 
(2) solid-vapor and/or liquid-vapor equilibrium measurements 
should be made on other rare gas pairs which have not been 
studied previously, namely neon-xenon and argon-xenon; 
(3) since solid-vapor equilibrium measurements are limited to 
systems in which the critical temperature of one component is 
below the triple point temperature of the other component, 
further studies of this type could be considered for systems 
containing such low critical temperature gases as helium, 
hydrogen, neon, or nitrogen as the lighter component (com-
ponent "111 ). 
The soli4-vapor equilibrium measurements were analyzed using con-
ventional techniques to determine interaction virial coefficients·(B12 
and c112 ). The values of B12 obtained in this manner were compared to 
the experimental data of other investigators. The following conctusions 
were reached regarding this part of the study: 
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(1) the B12 data obtained in this study are considered to have a 
nominal imprecision of ±1 cc/g-mole; 
(2) the B12 data for .the helium-krypton system showed excellent 
agreement with the data of Drlla.rd and Brewer (neminal scat-
ter of less tha~ ±1 cc/g-mole); the B12 data for the .helium-
xenon system is in reasonable agreement' with the data of 
Brewer (nominal scatter of ±2 cc/g-mole); 
(3) binary diffusion coefficient data were used to test (inde-
pendent of any specific intermolecular pote-ntial model) their 
mutual consistency with the B12 data; within the combined 
accuracies of the virial and diffusion coefficient data, .the 
data appear to be consistent, 
Finally the various combining rules presented in.Table I for pre~ 
dieting interaction potential .para111eters from the pure component parame-
ter$ were tested using the available second interaction virial coeffi-
cient data on the two systems studied in this work. No single rule 
proved uniformly successful in predicting B12 data for both systems 
although several rules gave reasonable results for the helium-krypton 
system. 
Although the interaction constant of the attractive potential term 
has been extensively studied, no such claim can be made for the inter-
action constant of the repulsive potential term. Before combining 
rules for interaction potential parameters can be developed which are 
uniformly applicable to all simple systems, a closer.study of unlike-
molecule repulsive forces would seem desirable. 
In summary, the apparatus and procedures developed in this study 
provide an excellent means of .making solid-vapor equilibrium measure-
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ments. Solid-vapor equilibrium measurements y~eld a source of suffic-
iently accurate low temperature data to provide valuable input to.the 
low temperature behavior of second interaction virial coefficients. 
These data are useful if virial coefficient data a~e to be used to test 
combining rules for interaction intermolecular potential parameter$. 
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APPENDIX A 
CHECK OF PLA'rINtrn RESISTMCE THERMOMETER 
AT THE TRIPLE POINT OF WATER 
The triple point of a substance is that point at .whicq all.three 
phases, solid, liquid, and vapor coexist .in equilibriu~~ The triple 
point of water is defined as 0.01° C. In this work, a triple point cell 
manufactured by Trans-Sonic, Inc. was used to.check the plat~num re-
sistance thermomete.r. Two separate tests were made and these tests 
were performed eight months apart~ The results are shown.in Tables IX 
and X. The measurements are in excellent agreement with the National 
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PRESSURE GAUGE CALIBRATIONS 
All three Heise bourdon tube pressure gauges used in thi~ work were 
cal~brated against a Ruska dead weight -gauge which has a precision of 
±0.01 psia. Each of the gauges were compared with the dead weight 
gauge at evenly spaced pressure increments over the entire pressure 
range of the gauge. Measurements were taken for both increasing and de-
creasing pressure increments as a check for hystersis. 
The 3000 psig gauge was calibrated in increments of 100 psi from O 
to 2000 psig, the 1000 psig gauge in increments of 50 psi over the en-
tire range of the gauge, and the 300 psig gauge in increments of 20 psi 
over the entire range of the gauge. The results of these calibrations 
are presented in Figures 31 to 33. In these figures, the Ruska pres-
sure reading is considered to be the a~tual pressure reading. The 
Heise gauge readings are corrected by adding the appropriate pressure 
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ELEMENTARY THEORY OF THE ULTRASONIC DETECTOR 
Directly or indirectly measuring the velocity of sound in gas mix-
tures is a technique that has been utilized for more than 70 years in 
gas analysis problems. However, Noble (44) was one of the first to 
apply this technique to gas chromatography. In 1964, Noble, Abel, and 
Cook (45) presented the theory and instrumentation for an ultrasonic 
detec~or as applied .to gas chromatography, and discussed the influence 
of factors affecting the sensitivity of the detector. 
The time required for a sound wave of velocity, c, to travel a dis-
tance, s, is given by 
t = s/c 
The phase delay, e, of a sound wave in electrical degrees corresponding 
tot is 
e = 360fs c 
where f .is the frequency of the sound wave. 






M a molecular weight. 
y • ratio of the specific heat at constant pressure to the 
specific heat at constant volume 
R = universal gas constant (8314 m2/g-mole - °K) 
T = absolute temperature. 
Combining Equations (C-1) and (C-2) yields 
0 = 360s:j: 1 (RT)~ (M/y)~ (C-3) 
For a binary gas mix~ure in whiGh a sample gas of mole fraction 
y2 , molecub.r' weight, M2 , and specific heat ratio, Y2 , the equation for 
the phase delay of a sound wave is 
11:,/'t 
8 = 360s; (Ml) ~{1 + ll. {(~ _ l) + Cp2 (Ii _ l)]} 
(RT)~ Y 1 2 M 1 Cp 1 'l2 
(C-4) 
where Cp 2 and Cp 1 are the specific heats at constant pressure of com-
ponents 11 111 and 11 2", respectively, In Equation (C-4) both gases are 
assumed to be ideal and.the gas,mixtur~ is assumed to be homogeneous. 
The phase delay change, 1::i.0, caused by the addition of gas "2" to 
gas 11 111 is 
l::i.0 = (C-5) 
Equation (C-5) is valid when the specific heats at the frequency of a 
sound wave are the same as the tabulated values determined by calorime-
try. At .high frequencies, the tabulated .values are generally valid only 
for monatomic gases. Equation (C-5) indicates that a sample gas (11 211 ) 
whose molecular weight is greater than the reference gas ("l") will 
yield a positive phase delay change. 
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Several factors influencing the sensitivity of an ultrasonic. de-
tector are the temperature, pressure, and carrier gas flow rate. Over 
a temperature range of 50 to 250° C., Equation (C-5) predicts that the 
average phase change per,degree centigrade temperature change at a 
sound frequency of 4 megacycles per millimeter .of path length is approx~ 
imately 1. 6 electrical degrees for helium. Therefore, when .helium is. 
used as a carrier gas, a phase stability of 0.001 electrical degrees 
requires a temperature stability of roughly 0.0006° C. which is obtain-
able with suitable lagging and insulation. 
The RT/M term in Equation (C-2) is equivalent to P/p for an ideal 
gas where Pis the pressure and p is the density of the gas. This ratio 
is a constant for aq ideal gas at constant temperature. Thus, the ve-
locity of sound appears to be independent of pressure for the ideal gas 
case. This is true for monatomic.gases except at very high frequencies. 
For all other gases, the value of y is a function of pressure or, more 
exactly, a function of the ratio of frequency to.pressure when working 
near a region of frequency dispersion because the relaxion frequency is 
proportional to pressure. At a frequency of 4 Mc., a 2.0% decrease in 
pressure will result in an approximate increase of 0.04% in the velocity 
of sound in hydrogen at o° C. This results in a phase change of aboui 
0.5 electrical degree per millimeter of path length. 
For a tube of lengths with gas flowing through it at some speci-
fied velocity v8 parallel to the direction of sound ·propagation, the 
time required for a sound wave to travel through the tube will be in-
creased or decreased by s/vg. The change in phase associated with a 
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change in vg will be 
I b.e I 'C:! 36osf I!:,, I c2 . vg (C-6) 
1 
where vg is the change in the gas flow rate and c1 is the velocity of 
sound in the unmoving gas. However, if the length of the tube is short. 
compared with the diameter so that the gas flow can be directed at· 
right angles to t4e propagation of the sound wave with essentially no 
holdup of sample in the ends of the tube, then there will be no ch:;mge 
in phase associated with a change in carrier flow rateo 
Ex~mination of Equation (C-5) shows that the phase change (ioe., 
detector response) is linear with respect to the trace component mole 
fraction (y2 ) when the assumptions inherent in Equation (C-5) are 
obeyed. However, Noble, Abel, and.Cook (45) have stated that.the accur~ 
acy of Equation (C-5) and thus, ·t~e linearity of phase change with 
respect to Y2, decreases as' the trace component mole fraction increas-
es. They have derived an expression for the maximum allowable mole 




The results of the calibrat~ons performed in this study on the 
ultrasonic detector (Appendix D) are in agreement with the above obser-
vations, The calibration curves for all the systems considered in the 
present study are linear below mole fractions (y2 ) of 00002. A slight 
curvature in the curves appears above this mole fraction and ans-
max 
shape occurs in the curves at mole fractions near the values of y2 
as determined by Equation (C-7)o 
APPENDIX D 
CALIBRATION OF THE ULTRASONIC DETECTOR 
The ultrasonic detector was calibrated using mixtures of known com"'7 
position prepared in this laboratory using a volumetric technique; The 
equipment used to prepare these mixtures is presented .in Figure 34. 
The equipment consists of a constant temperature bath which houses the 
mixture sample bomb, two pressure gauges, a vacuum pump, and the com-
ponent gas storage cylinders. 
Solute pressures are measured with either a fused quartz precision 
pressure gauge (Texas Instruments, Inc., Model 141 A) or a 100 psig 
Heise bourdon tube pressureo The fused quartz gauge contains a fused 
quartz tube capsule with a pressure range of 0-1000 mm Hg. The preci-
sion of the Heise gauge is ±0.1 psi and the precision of the fused 
quartz gauge is ±0.15 mm Hg. Gas mixture pressures are measured with a 
3000 psig Heise bourdon tube gauge whose precision is ±3 psi. The vacu-
um pump is a Welch Model No. 1402B. The mixture sample bomb is a one-
liter aluminum transfer cylinder with a pressure rating of 3000 psia. 
The constant temperature bath is capable of controlling the temperature 
of the gas mixture sample bomb to ±0.05° C. 
All mixtures are made up at a temperature of 25 ±0.05° C. The 
mixture bomb is evacuated to loO millitorr and solute gas is injected 
into the mixture bomb and its pressure measuredo After the bomb has 
reached thermal equilibrium, the transfer lines are evacuated and solute 
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gas is injected into the mixture bomb and its pressure measured. After 
the bomb has reached thermal equilibrium, the transfer lines are evacu~ 
ated and solvent gas is injected into the cylinder and the mixture pres-
sure is measured. 
The number of moles of the solute gas in the gas mixture sample 
bomb is given by 
= (D-1) 
Likewise, the number of moles of the gas mixture in the mixture sample 
bomb is given by 
(D-2) 
Combining equations (D-1) and (D-2) gives 
(D-3) 
Equation (D-3) can be used to determine the mole fraction_of the gas 
mixtur~ directly from pressure measurements if a knowledge of the PVT 
behavior of the solute and the gas mixture is available. In a similar 
manner, one can show that the mole fraction of a gas mixture obtained 
by diluting a previously prepared.gas mixture is given by 
where 
= (D-4) 
Yi = mole fraction of component "l" in the new mixture 
P 1 = pressure measui;ement of solute (i.e., mixture to be diluted) 
Zi = compressibility factor of solute (i.e., mixture to be di-
luted). 
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A typical example of a mixture prepared by each method is shown in Table 
XI. 
Calibration mixtures were prepared for three different systems, 
namely, helium-argon, helium-krypton, and helium~xen0n, A surrnnary of 
the compositions.and average detector responses for the calibrati0n 
' mixtures of these three systems is presented in Tables XII, XIII, altid 
··:ii 
XIV. The gases used in preparing the gas mixtures are the same 
those.used in the actual eolid-vapor equilibrium measurements. 
>1 as l!J• 
'of: ,! 
Their 
minimum purities are surrnnarized elsewhere. The calibrat~on mixtures 
can be made with an imprecision in the trace component mole fraction 
of ±0.35 to ±0.65%. 
In calibrating the detector, the response of each sample mixture 
was measured at several different attenuations. The results of the 
calibrations for all three helium-trace component systems are presented 
in Tables XII to XIV and in Figures 35 to 43 which show the response of 
the detector plotted as a function of trace component mole fraction for 
lines of constant attenuation of the phase meter of the ultrasonic de-
tector. 
Originally, three commercial helium-krypton mixtures of known com-
position (516, 2400, and 9600 PPM mole fraction krypton) were purchased 
to calibrate the ultrasonic detector .. Unfortunately, the uncertainty 
in the trace component mole fraction was ±5% for these commercial mix-
tures which is approximately ten times greater than the uncertainty in 
the mixtures prepared in this work. However, the corrnnercial mixtures 
could still be used as a partial check on the reliability of the cali-
bration mixture technique used in this study. 
Average detector responses to the mixtures of composition 2400 and 
TABLE XI 
TYP.ICAL EXAMPLES OF SAMPLE MIXTUBE CALCT,JLATIONS . 
Example 1: Helium-Krypton System. 
Solute Pressure Reading (T •. I. Gauge) = 184 •. 54 
Mixture Pressure Reading (3000 psig Heise Gauge) = 800 psia 
Corrected Solute Presl:1ure = 182 •. 65 mm Hg (4. 7880 psia) 
Z of Pure Krypton • 0.999313 (34) 
Z of Helium-Kryptcm ;Mixture = 1.0242 (11) 
YKr = (P1/Z1)/(Pm/Zm) = (4.7880/0.999313) (106) = 4532 PPM 
(800 I 1.0242) · 
Example 2: Helium-Xenon System 
(Mixture Dilution Technique) 
Original Mixture Composition = 1218 PPM Xenon 
Barometer = 14.15 psia 
Solute Pressure Reading (100 psig Heise Gauge) = 80.50 psig 
Mixture Pressure Reading (3000 psia Heise Gauge) = 783 psia 
Corrected Solute Pressure = 94.65 psia 
Z of Mixtur~ Being Diluted = 1.0031 (2, 34) 
Z of New Mixture = 1.0256 (2, 34) 
I 
Yxe = = (94.65/1.0031) <12 i 8) (783/1.0256) = 150. 5 PPM 
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TABLE XII 
HELIUM-ARGON CALIBRATION MIXTURES 
PVT Behavior Reference: Argon (34); Helium-Argon (3) 
Mixture Composition 


































HELIUM-KRYPTON CALIBRATION MIXTURES 
PVT Behavior Reference: Krypton (34); Helium-Krypton (11) 
Mixture Composition 
(Trace Component .. 



















X32* X64* Xl28* 
18o4 
46,3 22,8 lLO 
95.3 47o5 23.3 
94.2 4606 23.1 
82.7 41.2 
























TABLE XIV .. :..~ 
HELIUM-XENON CALIBRATION MIXTURES 
PVT Behavior Reference: Xenon (34); Helium-Xenon (2,34) 
Mixture Composition 
(Trace Component X2* X4* x8,~ Xl6* X32* X64* Xl28* Mole Fraction) 
PPM 
74e2 68.8 34.5 1608 
150.5 70.0 34o7 17.1 
29703 69.1 34o7 16.9 
301 69o5 34.9 17.0 
603 70.1 35.0 17o0 
1218 71.3 35c4 17,4 
2526 71.8 35o9 
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9600 PPM mole fraction krypton are shown in Figure 37, Composition 
error bands are i~cluded on these points. Figure 37 indicates that the 
results of this work agree relatively well (approximately within the· 
uncertainty of the data) with the commercial mixture results. However, 
a more meaningful test of the reliability of the calibration mixture 
technique used in.this work.was provided by making liquid-vapor equili-
brium measurements on the helium-argon system (discussed in Appendix 
E)o The measurements taken in this work agreed well (nominal scatter. 
of ±1% in argon enhancement factors) with the data of other investi-
gators11 a good indication of the reliability of the calibration mixture 
t~chnique of the present study. 
APPENDIX E 
ARGON VAPOR PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
Argon vapor pressure measurements were made in order to confirm 
the reliability of the platinum resistance thermometer. The argon used 
for these measurements had less than 50 ppm impurities. Measurements 
were made on two separate occa$i.ons, namely, before the solid-vapor 
equilibrium data were taken on each of the .two systems studied in this 
work. The first argon vapor pressure data were taken before the .helium-
krypton solid-vapor equilibrium measurements were made. This data 
covered a temperature range from 100 to 116° K. The vapor pressure 
measurements were repeated over a temperature range of 100 to 125° K. 
before the helium-xenon system was sta:di:eii. 
Before the vapor pressure measurements were made, the equilibrium 
cell was flushed with argon and then well evacuated. Next, argon was 
loaded into the cell through the cell fill line from a transfer cylinder 
which contained argon at a pressure of approximately 200 psig. The 
argon was loaded at a cell temperature of 90° K. in order to place as 
much liquid as possible into the equilibrium cell. Finally, the cell 
was sealed off except for the line to the pressure gauges and measure-
ments were made at various temperatures, 
The vapor pr~ssures were measured using a Heise bourdon tube pres-
sure gauge with a pressure range of Oto 300 psig and a precision of 
±0.3 psi. The results of these measurements for each case are presented 
158 
in Tables XV and XVI where the data in this work were compared with 
that of Clark, et al (8). These results show that the vapor pressure 
measurements agree well with the other experimental data·within the 
precision of the pressure measurements. Therefore, the platinum resis-
tance thermometer measurements were considered to be reliable. 
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TABLE XV 
ARGON VAPOR PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
(1st Trial, 6/70) 
Experimental Experimental Calculated Deviation Calculated Deviation 
Temperature Vapor Vapor Exp - Cale Temperature** Exp - Cale 
OK Pressure Pressure** psia OK OK 
psi a psi a 
104.99 68. 66 68073 -0.07 104097 0.02 
110. 00 96,56 96.82 -0.26 109.95 0.05 
116. 00 140.16* 140.39 -0.23 115. 97 0.03 
110 0 00 96. 76 96. 82 -Oo06 110. 00 0.00 
99.99 47.76 47,15 0.61 100 .10 -0.11 
*Hiza obtained 140.43 psia 
**DeterlI).ined from the smoothed experimental data (8) 
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TABLE XVI 
ARGON VAPOR PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
(2nd Trial, 11/70) 
Experimental Experimental . Calculated Deviation Calculated Deviation 
Temperature Vapor Vapor Exp -Cale Temperature** Exp - Cale 
OK Pressure Pressure** psia OK OK 
psia psia 
100.15 47.63 47.91 -0.28 100.10 0.05 
105. 00 68,73 68.63 0.10 105. 04 · -0.04 
110. 00 96.73 96,70 0.03 110. 00 0.00 
116. 00 140.23* 140.39 -0.Hi 115. 98 0.02 
120.00 176.43 176.50 -0.07 120.0 0.00 
125.00 229.83 229,70 -0.13 125.0 o.oo 
*Hiza obtained 140.43 psia 
**Determined from the smoothed experimental dat~ (8) 
APPENDIX F 
LIQUID-VAPOR EQUILIBRIUM MEASUREMENTS ON THE 
HELUIM-ARGON SYSTEM 
Liquid-vapor equilibrium measurements were made on the helium-
argon system as another means of establishing the reliability of the 
experimental equipment. Because pure arg9n remail).ed in 'the eqµilibrium 
cell from the vapor.pressure test, refilling the cell was unnecessary. 
The cell was cooled to 108.02° K., pressured with helium, and measure-
ments were made at three different pressures beginning with the highest. 
pressure first. In .a similar manner, data were taken at 91.98° K. 
Only the vapor phase was analyzed. 
The experimental results, i.e., the concentration measurements of 
the argon in the vapor phase, are presented in Table XVII where they 
are compared with the daia of Mullins and Ziegler (43) and Hiza (20). 
A sensitive graphical comparison of these experimental data can be made 
by plotting enhancement factor data. The enhancement factor ~i is the 
ratio of the partial pressure of a.component in the vapor phase to the 
vapor pressure of that component, Yip /P~. The enhancement factors ob-
tained in this work are compared with those of other investigators in 
Figures 44 and 45. The agreement of all the data appears to be quite 




LIQUID-VAPOR EQUILIBRIUM DATA FOR THE HELIUM-ARGON SYSTEM 
Vapor Phase. Mole FractioI). of Argon; 
Temp.' °K Press., atm 
This Work I Hiza (20) I Mullins and Ziegler (43) 
108.02 102.75 000856 
102. 68 0.0856 




80.00 0.106 0.1034 
60.00 0.131 0.129 
59.76 0.1293 
59.65 0.1299 
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Figure 45. Ar~on Enhancement Factors for the Helium-Argon System 
APPENDIX G 
SAMPLE EXPERIMENTAL RUNS 
For each experimental run the following d~ta were recorded: 
(1) the barometric pressure 
(2) the G-2 Muellar Bridge resistance readings of the platinum 
resistance thermometer 
(3) the Heise gau~e readings 
(4) the actual system pressure 
(5) the attenuation setting and response (peak height) of the 
ultrasonic detec~or 
c 
(6) the mole fraction of the trace component in the vapor phase 
(determined from the detector response and detector .calibra-
tion curves). 
Some.typical examples of experimental run~ are presented in Tables 
XVIII through XXI. 
TABLE XVIII 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 16 (7/4/70) 
Barometer= 743.5 mm Hg (14.38 psia) 





No. N R Average psig psi a atm Response Krypton** 
1' 8.9627 8.9463 8.9545 1604 1619 110 .17 X128 70.2 0.00785 
2 8.9627 8.9463_ 8.9545 1315 1332 90064 X128 80.7 - 0.00915 
3' 8.9-627 8.9463 8.9545 , 1314 1331 90057 X128 80.8 0.00916 
4 809627 8.9463 8. 9,545 1011 1028 69095 X256 49.7 0.0115 
5' 8.9627 8.~463 8.9545 694.2 709.4 48027 X256 65.8 0.0159 
6 8.9627 8.9463 8.9545 427.0 442.6 30 .12 X512 49.8 0.0246 
7' 8.9627 8.9463 8.9545 133.8 148.4 10.10 Xl024 77.0 0.0695 
0 Average= 8.9545; Average Temperature= 115.00±0.02 K. 
'Indicates that the vapor flow leaving the equilibrium cell is at least twice the normal rate. 
*Determined by adding the appropriate calibration correction and barometric pressure to the Heise 
Gauge reading. 
**Determined from the detector response and the detector calibration curves. ....... CJ\ 
CJ\ 
TABLE XIX 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 22 (7/10/70) 
Barometer = 738.4 mm Hg (14.28 psia) 




Attenuation Detector Fraction No. N R Average psig psia atm Response Krypton** 
l' 6.7662 6.7500 6.7581 1642 1657 112. 75 Xl6 60.0 0.000769 
2 6.7662 6.7500 6.7581 1447 1463 99.55 Xl6 65.7 0.000843 
3 6.7662 6.7500 6.7581 1161 1178 80.16 Xl6 76.7 0.000985 
4' 6.7662 6.7500 6.7581 867.0 882.5 60.05 X32 47.3 0.001225 
5 6.7662 6.7500 6.7581 572.8 588.2 40.02 X32 66.0 0.001712 
6' 6.7662 6.7500 6.7581 280.4 295.3 20.09 X64 58.9 0.00318 
7 6.7662 6.7500 6.7581 136.5 151.0 10.27 Xl28 54.0 0.00598 
0 
Average= 6.7581; Average Temperature= 95.00±0.03 K. 
'Indicates that the vapor flow leaving the equilibrium cell is at least twice the normal rate. 
*Determined by adding the appropriate calibration correction and barometric pressure to the Heise 
gauge reading. 




EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 34 (12/3/70) 
Barometer = 744.6 mm Hg (14.40 psia) 





No. N R Average psig psia atm Response Xenon** 
1 9.5063 9.4913 9.4988 1731 1746 118.64 X8 36.7 0.000160 
2 9.5063 9.4913 9.4988 1435 1451 98.76 X8 42.7 0.0001855 
~ 
3' 9.5063 9 •. 4913 9.4988 1435 1451 98.76 X8 42~9 0.-0001865 
4 9.5063 9.4913 9.4988 1162 1179 80.25 X8 51.0 0.000221 
5 9.5063 9.4913 9.4988 872.1 885.7 60.27 X8 66 .9. 0.000289 
6 9.5063 9.4913 9.4988 576.8 592.3 40.30 X16 48.l 0.000414 
7' 9.5063 9.4913 9.4988 574.8 590.3 40.17 Xl6 48.2 0.000415 
8 9.5063 9 .4.913 9.4988 275.8 290.9 19.79 X32 46.3 0.000798 
9 9.5063 9.4913 9.4988 135.6 150.2 10.22 X64 43.5 0.001500 
0 Average= 9.4988; Average Temperature= 120.00±0.02 K. 
'Indicates that the vapor flow leaving the equilibrium cell is at least twice the normal rate. 
*Determined by adding the appropriate calibration correction and barometric pressure to the Heise 
gauge reading. ..... 
















EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 56 (2/5/71) 
Barometer = 738.0 mm Hg (14,27 psia) 
Resistance Readings of the Heise Gauge Actual System Platinum Resistance Thermometer Pressure* 
I I 
Reading 
I N R Average psig psia atm 
13,2699 13.2549 13.2624 1762 1777 120.94 
13.2699 13.2549 13.2624 1456 1472 100, 18 
13.2699 13.2549 13.2624 1456 1472 100018 
13.2699 13.2549 13,2624 1160 1177 80.11 
13.2699 13.2549 13.2624 1160 1177 80,11 
13.2699 13.2549 13,2624 867.2 882,7 60.06 
13. 2699 13.2549 13.2624 497,3 512,7 34.89 
13.2699 13.2549 13.2624 497.3 512.7 34.89 























49.8 0 .01510 
65.1 0.03525 
'Indicates that the equilibrium cell outlet temperature has been increased by approximately 3-4° C. 
*Determined by adding the appropriate calibration correction and barometric pressure to the Heise 
gauge reading, 
**Determined from the detector response and the detector calibration curves. ...... 
°' \0 
APPENDIX H 
SURVEY OF THE INFORMATION NEEDED TO ANALYZE 
THE SOLID-VAPOR EQUILIBRIUM DATA 
The solid molar volumes of krypton and xenon for the temperatures 
of interest are presented in Table XXII, The krypton solid molar vol-
umes were obtained by interpolat:ing between experimental values of the · 
density at 80° K.and 115,78° K. (triple point of krypton) using the 
volume expansivity, S = (av/aT)p/V, The experimental solid densities 
and volume expansivity were obtained from the tabulations of Cook. (9). 
The xenon.solid molar volumes were obtained from the experimental data 
of Packard and Swenson (46) as tabulated in an article by Trefny and 
Serin (58). 
The experimental helium second and.third virial coefficient data 
of several investigators are presented in Figures 46 and 47. Also ap-
pearing in these figures are values from the work of Levelt-Sengers, et. 
al (34) who have performed an.extensive compilation of second and third 
virial coefficient data. In order to obtain second and third virial 
coefficients at the appropriate temperatures, smooth curves through the 
experimental data were drawn by inspection, 
The second virial coefficients of krypton anq xenon at the tern-
peratures of interest were obtained from the Dymond-Alder potential 
(12) using the krypton and xenon potential parameters obtained in the 
work of Lin and Robinson (35). These predicted krypton and xenon second 
vi.rial coefficients obtained from Figure 46 are presented in Table XXIII. 
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TABLE XXII 
SOLID MOLAR VOLUMES OF KRYPTON AND XENON 
KryptO"Q. Xenon 
Temperature Molar Temperature 
Molar 
Density Volume Volume OK g/cm3 cc/g-mole 
OK cc/g-mo,le 
90 2.900 28.92 120 37.25 
95 2.886 29.06 130 37.58 
100 2. 872 29.20 140 37.91 
105 2.858 29.34 155 38.31 
110 2.844 29, 49 
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Figure 46. Second Virial Coefficients for Helium 
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SECOND VIRIAL COEFFICIENTS 
Temperature Second Virial Coefficient, B12 
OK cc/g--mole 
He Kr Xe 
90 11.14 -560.44 
95 11. 35 -498.16 
100 11. 52 -447.55 
105 11. 66 -403,21 
110 11. 77 -367.64 
115 11. 87 · -335.13 
120 1L95 -780.86 
130 12,08 -657 .13 
140 12.18 -561.57 
155 12.29 -456.75 
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The third virial coefficients of pure krypton and xenon, ,the inter-
action virial coefficient, c122 , and the first guess for the interac-
tion virial coef{icient, c112 , were all obtained from the tabulated re-
duced third virial coefficients for the Lennard-Jones potential pre-
sented by Sherwood and Prausnitz (54). The L-J parameters for krypton 
and xenon were obtained from Sherwood and Prausnitz (55) and the para-
meters for helium were obtained from Hirschfelder~ Curtiss, and Bird 
(19). All the third virial coefficient data, including the values of 
the helium third virial cqefficient which were obtained from Figure 47, 
are summarized in Table XXIV. 
Several sources of krypton and xenon vapor pressure data were used 
in this study. Ziegler, et al have developed an excellent calculation-
al technique for determining the vapor pressure of krypton (61) and 
xenon (62) which ,agrees relatively well with most.of the experimental 
data of other investigators through 1964. Recently, Leming and Pollack 
(32) have experimentally determined krypton and xenon vapor pressures 
over a wide temperature range in the solid phase region. 
In order to avoid relying on the available experimental vapor pres-
sure data, the experimental solid-vapor equilibrium data were also used 
to determine the value of the vapor pressure in addition to the values 
of the interaction virials, B12 and c112 • A non·-linear regression 
technique (discussed in detail elsewhere) was used to obtain the values 
of the vapor pressure, B , and C , that would give the best fit of 
12 , 112 
the experimental solid-vapor equilibrium data to Equation (12). All 
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*This value serves as a fir~t guess for c112 in the iterative solution 
















VAPOR PRESSURE DATA 
Krypton 
Ziegler, et al Leming and 
Data Pollack Data* 
atm. atm. 
O.O.Z653 *' 0. 026,45-, 
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In this study, the solid-vapor equilibrium data were used to re-
gress the interaction virial coefficients (B 12 and c112 ) from the fol-
lowing equation form 
Y = -Bx - cx2 (35) 
where 
Y = ~n ¢2 - v2s(P - P~)/RT - B22P~/RT - tn Zm + 2y2B22 /Vm 
2 -2 
+ (6Y1Y2C122 + 3Y2C222)/ZVm 
X = y 1 /Vm 
B = 2B 12 
C 3C 112 /2 
In the least squares regression each experimental value of Y was weight-
ed by its associated standard error, Ey· 
When a quantity Q is a function of several experimentally determin-
ed quantities, 
then the effect of the independent random error in these quantities on 
Q is given by 
n 
eQ2 = l (..1Q. e.) 2 
i=l clxi 1. 
(I-1) 
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All the experimental errors in this study are assumed to be independent 
errors. 
In order to determine the value of ey, the equation for Y is writ-
ten in the form 
Y = A - B - C - D + E + F (I-2) 
where 
A = .Q,n ¢2 
B = .Q,n z m 
c - 0 V28 (P - P2)/RT 
D = B22P~/RT 
E = 2Y2B22/Vm 
F = 2 -2 (6Y1Y2C122 + 3y2C222)/2Vm 
By applying Equation (I-1) to Equation (I-2), the following expression 
is obtained. 
€2 . = €2 + €2 + €2 + €2 + €2 + €2 
Y A B C D E F 
(I-3) 
Thus, the problem of determining the error in Y must be subdivided into 
determining the error associated with each of the terms in Equation 
(I-2). 
Applying Equation (I-1) to the term A of Equation (I-2) yields 
= 
But there are two errors associated with the quantity ¢2 , namely, the 
random error in ¢2 and the error in ¢2 associated with the error in the 




The overall random error in ~2 was determined by 
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(I-4) 
(1) fitting the experimental data to Equation (12) using an,un-
weighted least squares regression technique 
(2) determining the value of ~~XP - ~~ALC from step (1) and assum-
ing this valu~ equal to e:~ 2 
(3) plotting (e:~ 2 /~2 ) 2 versus pressure and examining the plot for 
the overall average value of (e:~ 2 /~ 2 ) 2 o 
The results of this analysis for the helium-krypton and helium-xenon 
systems are shown in Figures 48 and 49, respectively. Careful examina-
tion of these figures shows that there is no apparent pressure or tern-
perature influence on.the value of (e:~ 2 /~ 2 ) 2 • 
The error in y2 (and ~2 ) which arises from the error in the compo-
sitions of the mixtures used to calibrate the chromatograph is derived 
by examining the equation 
= (I-5) 
where 
"2" indicates the trace component (krypton.or xenon) 
"m" indicates the mixture. 
Applying Equation (I-1) to Equation (I-5) yields 
(I-6) 
The errors in the individual measurements are as follows: 
e:z = Ez ±0.001 (worst case) m 
e:p ±3 psia (for a 3000 psig Heise gauge) 
m 
Ep = ±0.lmm Hg = 
2 
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Figure 48. Determination of the Random Error in ¢2 from the Experi-
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Figure 49. Determination of the Random Error in ¢2 from the Experi-
mental Data for the Helium-Xenon System 
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e: = ±0.12 psia (for the 100 psig Heise gauge), 
p2 
Because the temperature never varied more than ±0.05° K. in 300° K., the 
error in the above variables due to temperature errors is negligible. 
The values of [(e:y /y2 ) 2]cALIB calculated from Equation (1-6) are 
2 
plotted versus composition (y2) in Figures 50 and 51 for the helium-
krypton and.helium-xenon systems, respectively. For mole fractions 
(y2) greater than 0,001, the [(e:y/y2) 2]CALIB values were fitted to a 
straight line function of y2 and for mole fractions (y2) less than 
0.001, an average value of ((e:y2/yz) 2]CALlB was determined. These re-
sults are given in Figure.s 50 and 51 and Table XXVI. 
Applying Equation (1-1) to the term B of Equation (1-2) yields 
= (e: /Z )2 Zm m 
The value of Zm must be determined from the virial equation 
(1-7) 
(1-8) 
Because Zm and Vm are inter-related, the error in Zm is assumed to arise 
only from errors in Bm and Cm. Thus, applying Equation (1-1) to Equa-
tion (1-8) gives 
= 
t 
The values of Bm and Cm are determined from Equations (40) and (41). 
Applying Equation (1..:1) to these equations yields 
e:2 = y4e:2 + 4y2y2e:2 + y4E::2 (1-9) B 1 Bll 1 2. B12 2 B22 





O VALUES DETERMINED FROM EQUATION (I-6) 
- STRAIGHT LINE FIT TO THE DATA ( y2 ~ 0.001) 
[(Ey2 ly2)2]CALIB = 0.0000130 + 0.000722 Y2 
[(Ey2 /y2)2lALIB : 0.0000260 ( Yi< 0.001) 
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0.010 0020 0.030 0.040 0.050 0.060 0.070 
MOLE FRACTION KRYPTON 
Figure 50. Determination of the Error, [(Ey2 /y2) 2lcALIB• for the 
Helium-Krypton System 
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MOLE FRACTION XENON 
0.60° 












O VALUES DETERMINED FROM EQUATION (I·6) 
-STRAIGHT LINE FIT TO THE DATA (y2~0.00I) 
[(EYz /y2>2]CALIB = 0.0000130 + 0.000624yz 
[(EYz lyz> 2]CALIB = 0.0000360 (yz< 0.001) 
0 
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MOLE FRACTION XENON 
Figure 51. Determination of the Error, [(Ey2 /y2 ) 2 ]CALIB' for the 
Helium-Xenon System 
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Combining Equations (1-7), (1-8), (1-9), and (1-10) gives 
(1-11) 
Applying Equation (1-1) to term C of Equation (1-2) yields 
(1-12) 
where the temperature error term has been ignored because (ET/T) 2 is 
negligible compared to the other error terms. Applying Equation (1-1) 
to term D of Equation (1-2) gives 
(1-13) 
where the temperature error term has again been neglected. 
By applying Equation (1-1), the error in term E of Equation (1-2) 
is given by 
(1-14) 
where the error term (ey2/y2) 2 is obtained from 
= (1-15) 
The term [(ey2 /y2 ) 2]cALlB has been discussed previously and the 
[(ey2/y2) 2 ]RANDOM term was back-calculated from the value of 
[(e~/~2) 2 ]RANDOM and is presented in Table XX.VI. At a given pressure 
and temperature, the value of vm can be obtained directly from the 
value of Zm and thus, 
' 
TABLE XXVI 
SUMMARY OF THE ERRORS ASSOCIATED WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL QUANTITIES IN EQUATION (34) 
Helium-Krypton System Helium-Xenon System 
Term Symbol Value Term Symbol Value 
.:,_ .... 
Random error in ~2 (e:~/~2)2 0.0000473 Random error in ~2 (e:~/~2)2 0.0000395 
Random error in Y2I [(e:y2IY2) 2 ]RANDOM 0.0000200 Random error in Y2l[(e:Y2/y2) 2]RANDOM 0.0000200 
Calibration error 
in Y2 
[(e: /y2) 2 ]CALIB lfor Y2 > 0.0010; !Calibration error 
Y2 . 0.0000130 
[(e: /y2) 2]CALIB jfor Y2 > 0.0010; 
Y2 0.0000130 
Error in system I e: p 
Error in solid 
I (e:p~/P~)2 vapor pressure 
- 2 Error in solid I (e:V /V 2S) molar volume 28 
+0.000722y2 
for y 2 < 0.0010; 
0.0000260 
1±0.204 atm 
for P > 65 atm 
±0.068 atm 
for 27 < P < 65 
±0.020 atm 








for Y2 < 0.0010; 
0.0000360 
Same as helium-krypton system 
I I 
Same as helium-krypton system 
I I 
Same as helium-krypton system 
I 1 .... 00 
....... 
TABLE_ XXVI (CONTINUED) 
Helium-Krypton System Helium-Xenon System 
Term 
Error in krypton 
second virial-
Error in krypton 
third virial 
Error in helium 
second virial 





















, ±10 cc/g-mole· 
Term 
Error in xenon 
second virial 
































Finally, applying Equa,tiQn (I-1) to tert11, F of Equation (I-2) 
yields 
• (I-16) 
The,values of each of the individual experimental errors are sum-
marized in Table XXVI. The information summarized in Table XXVI to-
gether with .the analysis presented.above was used to'determine the over-
all error in the.function Y. 
At.this point, a brief explanation is presented concer.ning the ap-
parent inconsistency of inserting assumed values for the standard error. 
in B12 and C112 (e:B and e:C ) into the erro~ analysis for e:y and 
12 112 . 
then using this value of e:y in calc~lat~ng the standard errors.in B12 
and c112 based on the fit.of the experimeµtal data to Equation (34). 
This inconsistency arises from linearizing the non~linear probl~m 
associ~ted .with fitting experimental data to Equation (34)., a technique. 
which was discussed earlier. Fortunately, the problem is resolved by 
the fact that the values of e:B and e:c have 'a negligible effect on · 
12 112 
the value of . e:y and thus, the . assumed values. of e:B and e:C have a 
· 12 112 
negligible effect on their. calclillate.d values. 
APPENDIX J 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE REDUCTION OF SO_LID-VAPOR 
EQUILIBRIUM DATA BY LEAST SQUARES REGRESSION 
IMPLICIT REAL*SIA-H,O-Zl 
DIMENSION TllOl,Bll(lOl~Clll(lOl,B22(10),V021101,RTl101,P02(10),PI 
·1 70 I , Y2 f 70)-~t ( 76fi0E~srtof ,U:Nftol;Pttl2(1()) .~HI2lNf'1()l;a«lol .• CflOt; 
2812 I 10), YI 70 I~ S QERH70l,,Bl2ASSllOl ,Cll?( 10J,Cl22( lQt.C:UZHOl,Yl(T 




102 fORMATCFl0 .. 3,ff().71 .-. 
101 FORMAT(Fi0.3,3FlO~OI 
104 FQRM~T(Fl0i>3 t - · .... _. . ....... _ .. ·... , 
200 FORMAT! lHl ,12HTEMPERATURE=,F7.2,2X,23HKRYPTON VAPOR PRESSURE.::,fS.6 
1,2X,27HKRYPTON SOLID MOLAR VOLUME=,F7.3//I 
201 FORMATl1X,14HITERATIDN N0.=,13,3X,32HINTERACTION VIRIAL COEFFICIEN 
ns:, 3X, 4HB 12:;: ,F9.3,3X,5HCll2:,lX ,015~ 8//50X,5H80IF-= ,fX, Dl s. a, 3X ,5H 
2COIF=,1X,Dl5.8/) ... · _· .•. -.. . _ c i .. - . _.-.· .. -_._- ..... -. .. _--.. ·. i _.-._-_· 
. 202 FORMAT( l ><, 8HPRES?lJP,1:t SX ,~f-iY2_,_ 6l<;4!"!J.iI x,J)(t 71:iPl:NS llY,llX,flJiVl:XP,llX 




204 FORMAT! lH0,15HSlJM OF SQUARES=,1X,01.4.8,1H;3X,20H~EAN SUM OF $QUARE 
lS=,lX,014.8) .. ·.· .. · ....... ·.·.-·-·.·.-.•-··-···· _ .... ·. · .... · ... ··.-.... __ .... ·-·· _ .· ...... · ...... ___ .. _._. _ .... -._ 
205 FORMATl1X,8HPRESSURE,6X,5HSQERA,11X 1 5HSQERB,11X,5HSQERC,11X,5HSQER 
10,11X,5HSQERE 1 11X,5HSQERF,11X,5HSQERY 1 9X,3HERY/I 
206 FORMATl1X,FR.3,1X,Dl5.B,1X,015.8,1X,015.8,1X,OL5.8,1X,015.8,1X,015 
1.a,1x,01s.a,1x,F9.6/I · 
207 FORMATC1H0,32HESTIMATED STANDARD ~RROR OF Bl2=,IX,Dl5e8,1H;,33HEST 
llMATED STANDARD fRJIQR QF CJ.t?=,JX,Q\5~_8//241i ROOT MEAN $QUA~~ E~~p 
2R=, lX,015. 8) 
REA0(5,1001 A,XB,NT 









WRITE(6,2001 HH ,PQ2UJ ,vo21 P 
00 20 J=l,NP 
REAOCS,1021 P1Jt,Y21JI 
YUJl=l.O-Y2CJI 
IFIPfJ).GT.65.0l GO TO 21 
IF(P(Jl.LT.27.0l GO TO 22 
ERP=0.068 
GO TO 25 
21 ERP=0.204 
GO TO 25 
22 ERP=0.020 
25 IF{Y21Jl.LT.0.00ll GO TO 26 
SQEY2CIJ)~0.0000130+0.000624*Y2(JI 
GO TO 27 . . .. 
26 SQEY2C(J)=C.OOOC360 
21 SQERA(J)=0.0000395+SQEV2C(Jt 
SQERC ( J t =C SQESVT+( E RPl(·p( J J-P02 (I) I 1**2+ ( P02l I) /l PC J )-P02 (I Jl 1**2* 
1SQEVPTl*(V020M*(P(JI-P02(11))**2 
20 CONTINUE 






00 40 J:s:1,NP 
BM=YllJ)*Yl(Jt*Bll(ll+2.0•Vl(J)*V2(J)*Bl2ASS(lt+V2(Jt•V2(J)*B22(l) 

































BOIF=OABS( Bl2ASS( I I-Bl2CLC/2.0I 
COIF=DABS(Cll2(11-Cll2CL/l.5) 
IFIBDIF.LT.0.0001.AND.COIF.lT.l.O) GO TO 61 
Bl2ASSI I l=Bl2CLC/2.0 






WRITEC6,20lt K,BD~,CDM,BDIF, COIF 
WRITE(6,205) 







no 30 J=l,NP 
VCALC=-l.O*Bl2CLC•XCJI-Cll2CL*XCJt**2 























EFFECT OF THE PARAMETERS IN EQUATION (34) 
ON THE REGRESSED VALUES OF B12 
The effect of the parameters in Equation (34) on the regressed val-
ues of B12 was determined by changing the value of each variable by an 
incremental.amount and noting the effect on the B12 values. The vapor 
pressure and solic;l molar volume.were varied by ±2% • .The value of B22 
was varied by ±5% and the value of B11 was varied by ±1%. These incre~ 
mental changes.are all larger.than the assumed imprecision of the indi-. 
vidual variables and should give a good test of the effect of each 
va-i;-iable on.B 12 • 
The results of th~s analysis are presented in Table XXVII. These 
results indicate that tqe only variable that has any significant effect 
on the value of B12 is the vapor pressure. A two percent.change in.the 
v~por pressure gives rise to a.change in B12 of approximately 
3 cc/g-mole, whereas .. the effec~s on B12 upon inci::ementing any of the 
other variables are all less than 0.5 cc/g-:-mole. This is .well within· 
the stated imprecision of tlle regressed B12 values of ±1 cc/g-mi;,le. 
The effect of the variables, c111 _and c222 , on the values of B1 2 were 
not tested _because B11 and B22 had.no significant effect on B12 and 
c222 should have.even _less.effect. 
TABLE XXVII 
EFFECT OF CERTAIN PARAMETERS IN EQUATION (34) ON THE REGRESSED 
VALUE OF B12 FOR THE HELIUM-KRYPTON SYSTEM 
Temperatur~ - 90° K. Temperature = 1150 K. 
B12 
."'; 
Vapor":Pressure B12 Vapor Pressure· 
atm. cc/g-mole atm. cc/g'"'.'mole 
0.02600 -2.246 0.6548 3.953 
0.02653* o. 853 0.6682* 7.502 
0.02706 3.890 0.6816 10.970 
B11 12 Bn B12 
cc/g-mole cc/g-mole co./g.,,.mole cc/g-mole 
11.03 0.800 11. 75 7.446 
IL 14* 0.853 11.87* 7.502 
11.25 Oe916 11. 99 7.558 
Solid Molar Volume B12 Solid Molar Volume B12 
cc/g-mole cc./g-mole. cc/g-mole c: c / g,--,mo le 
28.338 0.572 29.050 7.202 
28,916* 0.853 29.643* 7.502 
29.494 L 134 30.236 7.802 
22 B12 22 12 
cc/g-mole cc/g-mole cc/g-mole cc/g-:-mole 
-588.46 o. 871 -351. 89 7.739 
-560.44* 0.853 -335. 13* 7.502 




A = attractive potential term constant 
A, B = constants in Equation (42) 
A,B,C,D,E,F = dummy v~riables .in Equation (I-2) 
B = second virial coefficient (L~iden form) 
B' = second virial coefficient.(Berlin form) 
= second interaction virial coefficient 
, 
= quantum corl;'ections. t~ the seco1,1d virial /~oefficiertt _ 
B, C = constants in Equation (35) ,/ 
c = repulsive potent~al term cQnstant 
c = third virial coefficient (Leiden-form) 
c' third vi rial . coefficient (Ber;;tn form) 
= third interact:Lcm virial coefficients 
= molar heat capacity 
c = velocity of light -
= velocity of light in an unmoving gas 
D =- gas diffu~ion coefficient 
E = excess vi rial coef fic:i,ent -.. 
ER.T = ternf defined by Equation (15) 
F = te.rm in Equ~tion (16) 
f = frequency of a sound wave 
f = pure component fugacity 
" f = fugaci·ty of a. compqnent;: in a mixture 
h = Planck's constant 
196 
I • ionization potential 
k • empirical.parameter in combination Rule VIII 
k • Boltzmann's constant 
kij = geometric mean correci;ion factor defined by Equation (30) 
M = molecular wefght 
m = electronic.mass 
m, n = exponents in empirical potential form [Equation (17)] 
I\, 
N = Avagadro's number 
n = number of moles 
p = pressure 
pO = vapor pressure 
Poe = optimum extrapolation pressure 
R = universal gas constant 
r = distance 
T = temperature 
U(r) intermolecular potential 
v = volume 
v = molar volume 
vg = gas flow rate through ultrasonic detector cell 
x, y = variables in Equation (35) 
y = mole fraction 
z = compressibility factor 
Greek Symbols 
a = static polarizability 
8 = constant in Equation (43) 
x = diamagnetic SUS cep tibili ty 





















= intermolecular potential energy parameter 
= error in a quantity 
= ratio of the constant pressure heat capacity t~ the con~ 
stant volume heat capacity 
= quantum correction parameter 
= reduced mass 
= collision integral 
= enhancement factor 
= density 
= summation sign 
= intermolecular potential distance parameters 
= phase angle 
= calculated value 
= experimental value 
= interaction of molecules i and j 
= mixture property 
= solid 
= triple point 
= vapor 
= component II I'll property 
= component II 2" property 
= reduced quantity 
= experimental quantity 
= calculated quantity 
198 
Miscellaneous 
log = logarithm 
R.n • natural logarithim 
cl = partial operator 
- = identity sign, denotes a definition / 
,...., 
approximately equal to - = 
co = infinity 
I I = absolute value sign 
f = integral sign 
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